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Abstract
This thesis presents an attempt to use source code synthesised from Coq for-

malisations of device drivers for existing (micro)kernel operating systems, with a
particular focus on the Linux Kernel.

In the first part, the technical background and related work are described.
The focus is here on the possible approaches to synthesising certified software
with Coq, namely the extraction to functional languages using the Coq extraction
plugin and the extraction to Clight code using the CertiCoq plugin. It is noted
that the implementation of CertiCoq is verified, whereas this is not the case for
the Coq extraction plugin. Consequently, there is a correctness guarantee for the
generated Clight code which does not hold for the code being generated by the
Coq extraction plugin. Furthermore, the differences between user space and kernel
space software are discussed in relation to Linux device drivers. It is elaborated
that it is not possible to generate working Linux kernel module components using
the Coq extraction plugin without significant modifications. In contrast, it is
possible to produce working user space drivers both with the Coq extraction plugin
and CertiCoq. The subsequent parts describe the main contributions of the thesis.

In the second part, it is demonstrated how to extend the Coq extraction plu-
gin to synthesise foreign function calls between the functional language OCaml
and the imperative language C. This approach has the potential to improve the
type-safety of user space drivers. Furthermore, it is shown that the code being
synthesised by CertiCoq cannot be used in kernel space without modifications to
the necessary runtime. Consequently, the necessary modifications to the runtimes
of CertiCoq and VeriFFI are introduced, resulting in the runtimes becoming com-
patible components of a Linux kernel module. Furthermore, justifications for the
transformations are provided and possible further extensions to both plugins and
solutions to failing garbage collection calls in kernel space are discussed.

The third part presents a proof of concept device driver for the Linux Kernel.
To achieve this, the event handler of the original PC Speaker driver is partially
formalised in Coq. Furthermore, some relevant formal properties of the formalised
functionality are discussed. Subsequently, a kernel module is defined, utilising the
modified variants of CertiCoq and VeriFFI to compile a working device driver.
It is furthermore shown that it is possible to compile the synthesised code with
CompCert, thereby extending the guarantee of correctness to the assembly layer.
This is followed by a performance evaluation that compares a naive formalisation
of the PC speaker functionality with the original PC Speaker driver pointing out
the weaknesses in the formalisation and possible improvements. The part closes
with a summary of the results, their implications and open questions being raised.

The last part lists all used sources, separated into scientific literature, docu-
mentations or reference manuals and artifacts, i.e. source code.
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Zusammenfassung
Die vorliegende Dissertation präsentiert einen Ansatz zur Nutzung von Quell-

code, der aus der Coq-Formalisierung eines Gerätetreibers generiert wurde, für
bestehende (Mikrokernel-)Betriebssysteme, im Speziellen den Linux-Kernel.

Im ersten Teil erfolgt eine Beschreibung der relevanten technischen Aspekte
sowie des aktuellen Forschungsstandes. Dabei liegt der Fokus auf der Synthese
von funktionalem Code durch das Coq Extraction Plugin und von Clight Code
durch das CertiCoq Plugin. Des Weiteren wird dargelegt, dass die Implemen-
tierung von CertiCoq im Gegensatz zu der des Coq Extraction Plugin verifiziert ist,
wodurch sich eine Korrektheitsgarantie für den generierten Clight Code ableiten
lässt. Darüber hinaus werden die Unterschiede zwischen User Space und Ker-
nel Space Software in Bezug auf Linux-Treiber erörtert. Unter Berücksichtigung
der technischen Einschränkungen wird dargelegt, dass der durch das Coq Extrac-
tion Plugin generierte Code ohne gravierende Anpassungen der Laufzeitumgebung
nicht als Teil eines Kernel Space Treibers nutzbar ist. Die nachfolgenden Teile der
Dissertation behandeln den Beitrag dieser Arbeit.

Im zweiten Teil wird dargelegt, wie das Coq Extraction Plugin derart erweit-
ert werden kann, dass typsichere Aufrufe zwischen den Sprachen OCaml und C
generiert werden können. Dies verhindert spezifische Kompilationsfehler aufgrund
von Typfehlern. Des Weiteren wird aufgezeigt, dass der durch CertiCoq gener-
ierte Code ebenfalls nicht im Kernel Space genutzt werden kann, da die Laufzei-
tumgebung technische Einschränkungen verletzt. Daher werden die notwendigen
Anpassungen an der vergleichsweise kleinen Laufzeitumgebung sowie an VeriFFI
vorgestellt und deren Korrektheit begründet. Anschließend werden mögliche Er-
weiterungen beider Plugins sowie die Möglichkeit der Behandlung von fehlschla-
genden Aufrufen der Garbage Collection von CertiCoq im Kernel Space erörtert.

Im dritten Teil wird als Machbarkeitsstudie im ersten Schritt der Event-Handler
des Linux PC Speaker Treibers beschrieben und eine naive Coq-Formalisierung
sowie wichtige formale Eigenschaften dargelegt. Dann wird beschrieben, wie ein
Kernel-Modul und dessen Kompilation definiert werden muss, um einen lauffähigen
Linux Kernel Treiber zu erhalten. Des Weiteren wird erläutert, wie die generierten
Teile dieses Treibers mit dem verifizierten Kompiler CompCert übersetzt werden
können, wodurch auch eine Korrektheit für den resultierenden Assembler-Code gilt.
Im Anschluss erfolgt eine Evaluierung der Performance des aus der naiven Coq-
Formalisierung generierten Codes im Vergleich zum originalen PC-Speaker Treiber.
Dabei werden die Schwächen der Formalisierung sowie mögliche Verbesserungen
diskutiert. Der Teil wird mit einer Zusammenfassung der Ergebnisse sowie der
daraus resultierenden offenen Fragen abgeschlossen.

Der letzte Teil gibt eine Übersicht über genutzte Quellen und Hilfsmittel, un-
terteilt in wissenschaftliche Literatur, Dokumentationen sowie Software-Artefakte.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In recent decades, numerous initiatives have been undertaken with the objective
of enhancing the security and reliability of software. These efforts are justified by
the fact that errors in software are not only annoying but also can be dangerous
in terms of monetary loss and, in the most severe cases, even loss of human life.
Approaches as unit testing [25] have shown to be highly applicable in software
engineering and do have a positive impact on software quality. However, it is also
true that these approaches are limited since only the potential errors which the
engineer is aware of will be covered.

In this context, software verification can be applied to certify the properties of
software, based on the source code. With appropriate tool support, it is even pos-
sible to formalise the functionality of a software and then generate source code that
is guaranteed to be conforming to the specification. While both approaches are
nowadays commonly used for ordinary programs, the most critical portions of soft-
ware are those running in privileged mode directly on hardware, i.e. the operating
system. Attempts have been made to enhance the safety of operating systems like
Linux by introducing memory-safe programming languages like Rust [30]. While
this is a step in the right direction, it does not guarantee correctness. Moreover,
there is much research been and being conducted on the verification of operating
systems and device drivers. Nevertheless, numerous questions remain unanswered.

In this thesis, one of those questions will be raised and answered: namely,
whether it is possible to synthesise1 fully functional Linux Kernel components from
functionality specifications using a proof assistant, here Coq [10]. The rationale for
choosing Coq is mostly originated from the VerSeCloud [21] project which shares
common ground with the aims of this thesis.

1The term “synthesis” is used here to distinguish it from normal compilation, and to provide
a more general term for compilation and extraction. The main motivation stems from the fact
that proof assistants like Coq allow users to define software in a specification language that has
a higher level of formality and clearer semantics than programming languages like C or OCaml.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

The main contributions of this thesis are to show that the

• code generated by the Coq extraction plugin [38] cannot be usilised for Linux
kernel space drivers without significant modifications to the runtime being
necessary while it can be used for user space device drivers

• Coq extraction plugin can be extended to generate foreign function calls,
thereby enhancing the type-safety of those calls

• code generated by the CertiCoq [2] plugin can be utilised for kernel space
drivers provided necessary modifications to the relatively small runtime

• modifications to the CertiCoq runtime can be proven to be correct

• same correctness guarantees apply to the code generated by CertiCoq for
both user and kernel space

• code generated by CertiCoq can be compiled by the certified compiler Com-
pCert for kernel space which implies that the correctness guarantees can be
extended to the assembly level for kernel space as well.

The thesis commences with an introduction to the pertinent aspects of and
research on software verification, software synthesis and the difference between
ordinary (i.e. user space) programs and Linux Kernel (kernel space) components.
Additionally, general considerations on combining generated with manually writ-
ten code are given, and the part closes with a discussion of the relevant aspects. In
the second part, the suitability of the different synthesis pipelines of Coq, namely
the Coq extraction plugin and CertiCoq, is discussed. Simultaneously, the nec-
essary steps and transformations to make the generated source code compatible
components of a Linux Kernel module are presented. This part concludes with a
discussion of the results, poses new open questions and leads to the third part.
In the third part, a proof of concept will be presented which demonstrates that
it is indeed possible to generate fully functioning Linux Kernel components given
adapted runtimes for that purpose. Furthermore, it will be shown that it is possi-
ble to apply certified compilation to the generated kernel space components. Thus,
it will be confirmed that the correctness guarantees given by the used synthesis
and compilation do hold for both user and kernel space software being generated
by Coq. Furthermore, it will be argued that the same results that hold for the
Linux Kernel can be applied to other comparable operating systems. The part
concludes with a summary of the results, their implications and open questions
that could not be addressed in the course of this thesis. The last part lists all the
literature, documentation, specifications and source code that were used.
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Part I

Technical Background and
Related Work
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Chapter 2

Device Drivers

This chapter examines the distinctions between user space and kernel space soft-
ware in general and device drivers in particular. These differences are of vital
importance when formalising and synthesising functionality, as different Applica-
tion Programming Interfaces (APIs) have to be used depending on the target. In
the following section, the main differences between user space and kernel space
software are described. Then, specialities on user space and kernel space device
drivers are introduced. It is important to note that the original de facto reference
manual [16] on Linux Device Drivers, has not been updated for almost two decades
despite significant developments in the Linux Kernel and, in particular, the struc-
ture of device drivers. Consequently, for the most up-to-date information on these
topics, the documentation of the Linux Kernel itself is consulted and cited.

2.1 User Space vs. Kernel Space Software
The distinction between user space and kernel space software is multifaceted, even
when both are implemented in C. The primary distinction lies in the capability
of user space software to utilise the C standard library, commonly referred to as
the libc. There are various implementations of the libc, including the glibc [87]
and the uClibc-ng [102]. All of these libraries provide fundamental functionality
for user space software, including the ability to print to a stream (e.g. the console)
by fprintf, to allocate and deallocate heap memory by malloc and free, or
to instantiate threads using pthreads. These functionalities internally trigger a
system call to the Linux Kernel, i.e. the named functions are interfaces to Linux
Kernel functionality. In contrast, kernel space software, such as kernel modules,
does not run in user space and normally does not have access to the C standard
library. Consequently, they must communicate with the Linux Kernel directly via
the more low-level kernel standard library.

4



CHAPTER 2. DEVICE DRIVERS

For example, the Linux Kernel does not include a printf or fprintf function.
Instead, for example the printk [71] function from the header linux/printk.h
can be employed to print messages into the kernel log files. The printk function
requires a log level as input, typically KERN_INFO, a format string and, if the format
string includes placeholders, additionally a colon-separated list of arguments. The
primary distinctions between printf and printk are the log level and the different
header files. In addition to KERN_INFO, numerous other log levels can be used,
depending on the severity of the message. Furthermore, there is a special log
level for continuing the preceding message (KERN_CONT). However, this log level is
discouraged in most situations. It should only be used in the early boot process
by core or architecture-specific code as it may not be SMP1 safe otherwise [110,
Line 20–22]. Furthermore, printk is subject to inherent limitations, for example,
floating-point conversion specifiers are not supported. In general, floating-point
operations in kernel space can be problematic. It is therefore recommended to
avoid floating-point operations since the Floating Point Unit context must be
saved and restored manually and context switches must be avoided [66, 104]. An
alternative would be to use fixed point arithmetic instead. Another limitation
is the absence of an alternative for fprintf, i.e. for printing into files. While it
is theoretically possible to achieve this [33], it is strongly discouraged since, for
example, the directory layout is not necessarily fixed and consistent between Linux
distributions.

Furthermore, memory allocations [70] are also quite different in kernel space.
One aspect is that when a kernel module allocates memory, it has to be stated
whether this memory is used only by the module itself or potentially also by some
user space software. This is determined by whether the module allocates the
memory for itself (private) or shared. Consequently, kernel modules employ the
functions kmalloc, kmalloc_array and kzalloc from the Linux linux/slab.h
file instead of using malloc from the libc. All those functions have in common
that they have, apart from the memory size that shall be allocated, an additional
parameter GFP_FLAGS (Get Free Page Flags). That parameter states how the
memory shall be allocated. For example, GFP_USER signifies that the memory to
be allocated shall not be movable and that the kernel must have direct access
to it. Furthermore, kzalloc initialises the memory with zeros to ensure that no
previously stored data is leaked. Finally, kmalloc_array is specifically designed
to facilitate the allocation of arrays in a more secure manner than multiplying
the element size with the cell count - a functionality that does not exist in the
user space libc. The release of memory is also carried out by kfree instead of
free. However, there are variant functions for freeing memory that must be used
depending on how the memory was allocated.

1Symmetric multiprocessing, i.e. multiple (identical) processors using shared memory
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CHAPTER 2. DEVICE DRIVERS

While dynamic allocations, i.e. heap allocations, can be employed in principle
without problems, there is a rather strict limit on the stack size. According to the
“basic kernel hacking rules” [66], the stack is limited to 3K to 6K for most 32-bit
architectures and about 14K for most 64-bit architectures. In the case of the the
x86_64 architecture, for instance, the stack size for an active thread is limited to
four pages where a page has a size of 4K [67] resulting in a maximum stack size for
each active thread of 16K. While the user space stack limits can be set by ulimit
to a verbatim value [77], there is no such functionality for kernel space since the
stack size is defined during the compilation of the kernel. Furthermore, exceeding
the stack size in user space produces a segmentation violation, which results in the
termination of the program. In kernel space, exceeding the stack space is much
more serious, as kernel space software is part of the kernel and the violation will
not be handled. This can lead to overwriting vital parts of the system memory,
resulting in a system freeze. Thus, deep recursion has to be avoided.

It is also important to note that user space code can use the exit [93, §7.22.4.4]
call from the stdlib.h, e.g. when encountering an error. This does not hold for
kernel modules since the exit function is a libc functionality. Kernel modules are
expected to catch encountered errors and return an error value from the function
implementing the event handling, for example. While there is some kernel space
functionality to exit from a process comparable to the user space exit, namely the
function do_exit [114], this function can only be used for kernel threads (kthread).
Thus, it would be in principle possible to wrap the call to synthesised code into
a kthread and call do_exit on error. However, kernel threads are meant to be
used as workers, e.g. for handling network packages in parallel. Consequently, this
would be a misuse and would additionally result in the production of unnecessary
computational overhead due to the scheduling of threads. Comparably to exit,
the “non-local jumps” (setjmp and longjmp) [93, §7.13.1.1 & §7.13.2.1] are defined
in the user space standard library, e.g. glibc [86]. Those functions can be used to
set a jump target position in the code and jump back, respectively. Although the
functions are defined in assembly code [111], they are not used in kernel space
code2 [108], indicating that they are not usable.

A commonly used functionality in C code are assertions [85]. These check
whether an expected condition holds and if it does not, an error is emitted with
details on the failed assertion including the exact position in the source code. Ad-
ditionally, the process (i.e. the program) is stopped. However, assertions are auto-
matically eliminated when compiling C code with the definition NDEBUG. For kernel
space software, a comparable functionality does exist with the macro BUG_ON [113,
Line 71]. However, the main problem here is that the process that would be
stopped when this assertion fails is the Linux Kernel itself. Consequently, an error

2Apart from uses in the tools subdirectory where user space functionality is located.
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CHAPTER 2. DEVICE DRIVERS

condition would not only stop the kernel module but the complete system (with
a “Kernel Panic”) which is discouraged [105]. While assertions are automatically
removed in user space when using NDEBUG as a compilation definition, this is not
possible in kernel space. Instead, the use of BUG_ON produces a Kernel Panic if
the definition CONFIG_BUG is set and leads to an infinite loop, otherwise [113, Line
159]. Both effects are undesirable when considering safety-critical systems, such
as those used in the operation of trains. A failing control driver in a train has the
potential to be a risk to life. Consequently, errors in kernel space should neither
result in a panic nor in an infinite loop. Instead, errors should be propagated and
returned by an error value by the most outer function of the module.

All of the aforementioned limitations3 apply for all parts of the Linux ker-
nel, including device drivers. Furthermore, Linux Kernel components as drivers
are normally no standalone programs. Normal programs are started with a main
function (in C), potentially together with some command line arguments. They
frequently perform a single operation4, for example converting one image format
into another. In contrast, device drivers rather register themselves (e.g. to the ker-
nel) to serve as event handlers [16, Ch. 2, “Kernel Modules Versus Applications”],
for example. Thus, they have a more concrete life cycle, i.e. they can be started
and stopped. In the following section, the distinction between (Linux) kernel space
and user space drivers will be described.

2.2 Kernel Space Drivers
Linux device drivers can be constructed in two distinct ways: as loadable modules
or as part of the monolithic kernel. In the context of this thesis, the former
variant is considered since the proof of concept is demonstrated on a loadable
module. Linux kernel space drivers follow a driver model which is defined as a
static structure (as shown in Listing 2.1) and every driver must at least define its
name and the bus fields it uses [62]. Nevertheless, according to [62], not all existing
drivers adhere to this model, and it will not be possible to convert all drivers fully
to this driver model.

In addition to the necessary definitions, callbacks can be defined. These are
automatically called on specific events. For example, the callbacks .suspend and
.resume are called when the system enters a low power state (e.g. standby) and
when it resumes from this state. The .probe callback is called when the driver is
started (via insmod or modprobe), and then binds the driver to the device. The
.remove callback is called when the driver is unloaded (via rmmod) to unbind the
driver and apply any necessary cleanup routines.

3Other limitations may also apply but are not relevant for the proof of concept.
4which may be quite complex, nevertheless.
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CHAPTER 2. DEVICE DRIVERS

1 static struct device_driver some_driver = {
2 .name = "driver_name",
3 .bus = &pci_bus_type,
4
5 .probe = my_probe,
6 .remove = my_remove,
7 .suspend = my_suspend,
8 .resume = my_resume,
9 };

Listing 2.1: Device driver definition, adapted example from [62].

However, the Linux Kernel supports different classes of drivers that may sup-
port additional callbacks. For example, the platform device driver model [72]
supports additional callbacks for shutdown, suspend_late and resume_early.
The shutdown callback is triggered when the system is to be shut down, and
the others are used to support extended power management phases [63]. That
is, resume_early is called before resume, for example to perform preparatory
configurations on the device [63, “Leaving System Suspend”] or to undo config-
urations applied by suspend_late [63, “Entering System Suspend”]. Depending
on the device type, additional functionality may be used. The Linux PC Speaker
driver [116], for example, is a platform device driver and manages an input de-
vice [65]. This provides the ability to bind to the physical device isa0061/input0
during the probing phase, and to set the event callback to a function that handles
incoming events.

Once a device driver has been implemented for the Linux Kernel, it can be
built as an external module [60]. This can be done using the kbuild build system
and requires the definition of a Makefile [82]. To compile a module, the Makefile
must at least define which module to build by specifying the name of the resulting
object file in a variable declaration, e.g. obj-m := my_driver.o. The suffix of the
variable defines whether it is a built-in driver (y) or a loadable module (m). In
this case, the file my_driver.c (or my_driver.S) is automatically compiled into
my_driver.o, and the compilation results in a kernel object named my_driver.ko.
However, it is possible to add other necessary objects to the my_driver module
by specifying the variable my_driver-y := f1.o. Here the prefix my_driver is the
relevant aspect, i.e. the variable must have this prefix, while the suffix y can also be
set to objs for composite host programs [60, Host Program Support]. This allows
the toolchain to recognise that any named object file must be compiled from an
existing C file of the same name, but with a .c suffix. To speed up compilation of
the Linux Kernel or module, .cmd files have been introduced [22]. These files are
created by the compilation toolchain for each f.c that is compiled into f.o, and

8



CHAPTER 2. DEVICE DRIVERS

contain all the compilation parameters and additional information. This allows
the toolchain to detect if a file has already been built, and also to detect changes
in the compilation parameters and rebuild in that case [61, “Command change
detection”].

One notable option, which will become relevant in Section 9, is the ability
to use binary blobs [60, §3.3], i.e. shipped object files. This option can be used
to link precompiled object files, e.g. files built with another compiler or for pro-
prietary components for which no source code is available. For example, if the
module requires a file called prims.o, it is possible to use ocamlopt to compile
the file prims.ml as prims.o_shipped. Here the file is indeed a normal object
file. But the suffix _shipped is recognised by the toolchain and it will copy the file
prims.o_shipped to prims.o, thus resolving the dependency. But for shipped ob-
jects, the compilation toolchain has no information about how they were compiled,
because it did not compile them itself. Furthermore, it expects that for each f.o
file, there is a f.o.cmd file after compilation, which leads to an error when using
a shipped object. To circumvent this, the .cmd file must be created separately for
the shipped objects, but it can be empty5.

The compilation of a kernel module involves many compilation parameters
which greatly affect the compilation itself. A discussion of all possible parameters
is beyond the scope of this thesis, as the parameters depend on many aspects
such as the target architecture and the configuration of the kernel itself, as can be
seen in the Makefile [118]. Therefore, the relevant compilation parameters will be
discussed later in the respective parts of this thesis.

2.3 User Space Drivers
While Linux device drivers are kernel space software, it is also possible to im-
plement driver functionality in user space. In this case, the drivers are normal
programs that register as services. This can be a good solution when a device is
used exclusively by one process [73, 94]. However, while user space drivers do exist
for Linux [137] [1, 18], most drivers are implemented in kernel space. For operat-
ing systems such as the L4Re Operating Systems Framework [133] which consists
of a small microkernel [134] and a user space runtime environment, drivers are
implemented almost entirely in user space. Even complex drivers such as the
NVME [135] block device driver are implemented entirely in user space, which is
unusual for Linux. Similar to Linux, all drivers register themselves to the kernel as
servers and respond to potentially multiple clients communicating with the NVME
server. The advantage of user space drivers is that the limitations of kernel space
software, especially stack size, do not apply.

5This approach and the origin of the error message have been discussed for example in [98].
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Chapter 3

Verification and Synthesis of
Software

3.1 Verification of Software
There have been many projects attempting to prove the correctness of software,
and there are many possible approaches. As mentioned previously, unit testing is
not a proof of correctness. Sophisticated techniques such as static analysis [12] are
able to find specific errors in existing source code, even in the absence of input
data. Model checking [8] goes further by reasoning about the state of a program.
Proof assistants such as Coq [10] and Isabelle [45] allow both the specification of
software and the proof of its properties. However, they differ in their theoretical
foundations and specification languages.

Using separation logic [51], which is an extension of Hoare logic [26], it is possi-
ble to reason about mutable data structures or (the ownership of) pointers. Since
operating systems like the Linux Kernel contain many functions that manipulate
memory, formalisms like separation logic can be useful for proving their correct-
ness. Research programmes such as DeepSpec [6] play an important role here, as
they attempt to verify a wide variety of aspects of software in general and operat-
ing systems in particular, and in many of the projects that are part of DeepSpec,
formalisations and verifications have been carried out in the Coq Proof Assistant.

For example, the Verified Software Toolchain (VST) [5] uses higher-order sep-
aration logic to reason about software properties while using proofs in Coq. This
toolchain has been used for several related applications, such as reasoning about
the communication [40] of the verified operating system CertiKOS [23], which is
also part of the DeepSpec programme. Also, the verified foreign function interface
VeriFFI [32] [144] between Coq and C uses the VST. Other parts of DeepSpec
include the verification of embedded systems based on the RISC-V [106] architec-
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ture, including their software, i.e. compilers, drivers and applications [19]. The
most relevant DeepSpec project for this thesis is CompCert [35, 36, 37, 29]. Com-
pCert is a compiler for the C language and has been verified to correctly compile
the preprocessed C code up to the generation of assembly code. As an intermediate
step, the compiler transforms the C code into the Clight [11] fragment of C, which
has a clearer mechanised semantics. CertiCoq [2] closes the gap between a Coq for-
malisation and the Clight code, i.e. it is a compiler that generates Clight code that
is equivalent to the Coq formalisation in terms of the implemented functionality.
CertiCoq is described in more detail in the next section.

In fact, CertiKOS is not the only operating system that has been formally
verified. For example, the seL4 [31] microkernel operating system has been verified
in Isabelle/HOL, based on its C source code. There is also research research into
the verification of the seL4 Core Platform [49] and device drivers based on seL4.
For example, a BSD device driver has been automatically translated to Isabelle
and then verified in Isabelle/HOL [44].

3.2 Synthesis of Certified Software
When a formalisation of a piece of software is available, it is desirable to syn-
thesise source code that is correct, i.e. that conforms to a formal specification.
The formalisation in Coq usually consists of a functional model, i.e. a functional
representation of the algorithm in the Gallina language [91] [10], and a formal spec-
ification, which defines the high-level properties that the functional model should
have. However, it is also possible to postulate the existence of a function that
satisfies the high-level properties. To prove its existence, such a function must be
derived or given. This function, also called a witness, can then be extracted by
projection and stored as a Coq function. In this way, the functional model can
be derived from the formal specification. In any case, synthesis is done using the
functional model. This section describes how to synthesise the correct code from
a formalisation. Extraction into functional languages using the Coq extraction
plugin is described in Subsection 3.2.1, while the Subsection 3.2.2 describes the
generation of Clight [11] code by the CertiCoq plugin and gives a comparison with
the Coq extraction plugin in terms of trustworthiness and performance. The con-
siderations on the synthesis of certified software are completed by a description and
comparison of other proof assistants’ synthesis approaches in Subsection 3.2.3 and
general considerations about combining generated code with hand-written code in
Subsection 3.2.4.
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3.2.1 The Coq Extraction Plugin
The Coq extraction plugin [38] supports the synthesis of functional code from
Coq formalisations, and the languages currently supported OCaml, Haskell and
Scheme1. Compared to the previous version [50] of the Coq extraction plugin,
which only supported a subset of the Coq specification language, the new extrac-
tion mechanism introduced in Coq 7.3 has closed this gap. But even more impor-
tantly, the new extraction was introduced together with a proof of a theoretical
model of the new extraction.

However, while the theoretical model may be correct, this does not mean that
the plugin itself is implemented correctly. Therefore, the plugin itself cannot be
considered verified and fully trustworthy. Nevertheless, the plugin is relevant to the
scope of this thesis and will therefore be described in more detail. The synthesis
of functional code from Coq formalisations can be done, for example, by using the
Coq command Extraction @qualid or Recursive Extraction @qualid [92, “Gener-
ating ML Code”]. This will extract the term specified by @qualid in the selected
functional language, by default OCaml. Normally these commands only display
the extracted terms in Coq. For the former variant, however, a version is provided
that allows specifying an output file name, which leads to the synthesis of the
terms in a pair of ml and mli files.

It is also possible to define ML code that implements functions for axiomatic
Coq functions using the Coq command Extract Constant @qualid [92, “Realizing
axioms”], while specifying a mapping from @qualid to the ML function. Similarly,
it is possible to extract inductive types or constructors to specific ML types or
constructors [92, “Realizing inductive types”].

However, it is not possible to call foreign (C) functions from the synthesised
code without first extracting an ML function, which must then explicitly call C
code via the foreign function interface. And these calls are particularly relevant
to the goal of synthesising device driver functionality since this usually involves
calling C functions. Nevertheless, the Coq extraction plugin can be a viable option
for synthesising device driver components with at least some limited guarantees of
correctness, although not being fully verified.

Once the source code has been synthesised using the Coq extraction plugin, the
code still needs to be compiled to produce an executable program. Both Haskell
and OCaml include rather large runtime libraries that need to be linked with the
synthesised code [90, 100] when producing binary files. But this also means that
the respective runtimes have to comply with kernel space restrictions. And there
are many problematic places in the runtime, taking OCaml as an example2.

1In the referenced article, only OCaml and Haskell were supported extraction targets, and
Scheme extraction was a work in progress.

2And similar examples can easily be found for Haskell, e.g. in the file rts/Weak.c [101].
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For example, the OCaml runtime uses the exit function wrapped in the
caml_do_exit [124] function. In addition, assertions are emulated by the OCaml
caml_failed_assert [119] wrapper function, which uses the abort function from
libc. OCaml also has its own memory management [121], which uses the libc
malloc function to allocate heap memory. Finally, the runtime includes floating-
point operations [120, 122], including the printing of floating-point expressions.

These examples already show that making the runtime fully compatible with
the kernel space would require huge changes. And while it is possible to achieve
this, the benefits would be doubtful. Still, the trustworthiness would be broken by
the compiler, as neither ocamlc, nor ocamlopt, nor gch are verified. Thus, using
OCaml or Haskell as extraction languages for Linux Kernel modules is not a viable
approach, while it is for user space drivers.

The Scheme programming language can be compiled using a number of differ-
ent compilers [76], and there are several dialects of the language. Also, there are
compilers that produce C code [139] [74, 78, 81], JVM code [139] [75] and native
code [145] [88] directly. Some of these require a runtime to compile the native
code [138, 140] [74, 79, 80, 81], where the same issues arise as with OCaml. For
example, the code generated by the Chicken [74] compiler needs the runtime.c,
which also contains the libc functionality used. And this applies to some ex-
tent to all named compilers targeting C. This is not really surprising, since basic
functionality such as memory management and IO is usually done with libc func-
tionality3. Apart from the runtimes, none of these named implementations are
verified. Therefore, the correctness of the compilation is not guaranteed. While a
verified compiler did exist for VLISP [24], up-to-date information on its status is
not easily findable, making it difficult to assess its usability.

Thus, the target languages of the Coq extraction plugin do not appear to be
viable options for kernel space use, but still viable options for user space drivers.

3.2.2 The CertiCoq Plugin
As mentioned earlier, the correctness of the Coq extraction plugin has not been
proven in terms of the implementation. Here the CertiCoq [2, 9] plugin promises
a much stronger correctness guarantee, i.e. the complete original pipeline from the
Gallina specification language to the generated Clight code has been verified. The
verification and parts of the pipeline are based on MetaCoq [53] and Template-
Coq [39], while the elimination of Coq-specific sorts (i.e. Type and Prop) is based
on the metatheory of the Calculus of Inductive Constructions [15]. Furthermore,
the Type and Prop erasure was proved to be correct [54]. The continuation pass-

3Loko Scheme [145] can produce freestanding binaries, but they then contain an assembly
code runtime.
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ing style (CPS [55]) transformation is based on [4], and optimisations on the CPS
representation were also shown to be correct [47, 7]. All these results provide a
strong argument for the trustworthiness of CertiCoq’s generation of Clight code
from a Coq specification.

Another advantage of this synthesis is that the resulting code can be compiled
with GCC [84] and clang [103] but even more importantly with CompCert, which
itself has been verified to be correct as described in Section 3.1. Thus, it is possi-
ble to obtain a full correctness guarantee for the code generated by the CertiCoq
pipeline and extend it to assembly code generation when using CompCert. Al-
though the preprocessing of CompCert is not verified, this is not a major problem
for the code generated by CertiCoq, as the use of preprocessing commands to
generate the code is minimal.

Regardless of which compiler is used to compile the generated Clight code,
additional source files are required [99]. These are some headers (values.h, m.h,
config.h) that are required because the CertiCoq code generation uses the OCaml
objects formats [41, Ch. 20], including the definition of the value type. In addi-
tion, and most importantly, garbage collection is required because Clight is a subset
of C and therefore memory allocations must be managed manually. The garbage
collection used is a generational garbage collector that has been verified using the
CertiGraph [58, 52] framework. The corresponding GitHub repository [125] con-
tains both the original source code of the garbage collector and the formalisation
and verification of its functionality. Together, the named headers and the garbage
collection form the runtime for any Clight program. And this is another advantage
of CertiCoq, i.e. the runtime is small compared to those of OCaml and Haskell.

However, there are two drawbacks. First of all, it has been shown in [9] that the
runtime performance of source code synthesised by CertiCoq and compiled with
CompCert is significantly weaker compared to synthesised OCaml code when com-
piled natively (with ocamlopt). More specifically, for the selected examples, the
runtime performance is typically between that of comparable interpreted OCaml
and natively compiled OCaml code. However, this drawback can be reduced with
improvements in the code generation or with additional optimisation steps, such
as those introduced in [46, 48], for example. For the scope of this thesis, the
second drawback is much more relevant. When the Coq formalisation prog.v is
transformed (with CertiCoq Compile), the files prog.c and prog.h are synthesised.
These files do not directly use any libc functionality. However, there are header
files for primitive operations that are imported by default when using the import
clause From CertiCoq.Plugin Require Import CertiCoq. However, the includes can
be omitted by importing the Loader module instead4. This way the synthesised
code can be used as a component of a kernel module without modifications to the

4This hint was given in private communication by Matthieu Sozeau from the CertiCoq team.
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internal functionality. This more or less also holds for the glue code that provides
transformations between C and Coq types and can be generated by the command
CertiCoq Generate Glue. Only minor modifications to this code are necessary to
make it usable in kernel space, as will be shown in Subsection 6.2.2. But the
garbage collection utilises much functionality that is not usable in kernel space.
This includes the libc functionality discussed in Section 2.1 but also the loss of
control flow by exit. Nevertheless, these aspects can be resolved, and will be in
Section 6.1.

3.2.3 Related Synthesis Approaches
The approach most closely related to this thesis is the verified extraction of Coq
terms to OCaml, published as a preprint in 12/2023 [20]. This work attempts
to address the most critical aspect of the current Coq extraction plugin, namely
correctness. The new pipeline defines the extraction in Coq itself rather than in
OCaml, using MetaCoq and extracting to an intermediate language of the OCaml
compiler presented in [17], since OCaml has no formal specification. While the
verified variant is a significant improvement for the synthesis of user space driver
components, the lack of compatibility of the OCaml runtime with kernel space
drivers remains. Also, the new extraction does not include the synthesis of foreign
function calls to C.

In [3], the synthesis of Gallina terms to a subset of the Rust language was
presented, and the approach is also able to synthesise other functional program-
ming languages like Elm. While Rust is being introduced into the Linux Kernel,
making this synthesis option relevant, there does not appear to be a verified Rust
compiler. Therefore, for kernel space applications, the combination of CertiCoq
and CompCert still seems to be the most viable approach.

The Œuf [42] [126] compiler is able to generate assembly code from a subset of
Gallina terms, using CompCert to generate the assembly code. The Gallina func-
tions are reflected to Œuf source code, which includes a guarantee of equivalence
using computational denotation. It has also been shown that the resulting assem-
bly code behaves equivalently to the original Gallina term. However, the compiler
only accepts a subset of Gallina, i.e. dependent types are not supported, and this
limitation does not seem to apply to CertiCoq [9]. Moreover, the set of supported
types is limited, e.g. the language does not support function types as arguments
of type constructors. Also, the runtime required to compile Gallina terms to as-
sembly is not verified, whereas the minimal runtime of CertiCoq (i.e. the garbage
collector) has been verified using CertiGraph. Nevertheless, the runtime is quite
small, and it might be possible to adapt it for use in kernel space. But according
to the GitHub repository [126], there have been no changes to Œuf since 2019,
and the last supported version is Coq 8.5.
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Of course, there are other at least partially verified compilers. Some of them
do not have Gallina as source language or generate target languages that require
comparable effort to make them usable in kernel space, which makes them unsuit-
able for the use case of this thesis. For example, both Pilsner [43] and Lambda
Tamer [13, 14] use an ML-like language as an input language and produce an assem-
bly like language using CPS as an intermediate language. The approach presented
in [57] compiles a C-like language (Cito) into assembly, while the compiler itself is
formalised in Coq. For the language of Isabelle/HOL [45], a verified synthesis to
CakeML [34] does exist [27]. Also, CakeML can be compiled to machine code by
a verified compiler backend [56], which is also utilised by other projects such as
PureCake [28]. While this provides a high level of trust, kernel space drivers still
need to communicate with the low-level functionality of the Linux Kernel, which
includes calls to C functions. In principle, this could be done using CakeML’s for-
eign function interface. But the implementation of the foreign function interface
contains libc functionality [141, basis/basis_ffi.c], which would have to be adapted
for kernel space. Nevertheless, it would be an alternative approach.

3.2.4 Combining Generated and Plain Code
When combining synthesised code with preexisting code, there are aspects to con-
sider in order to avoid unnecessary development effort. That is, the synthesised
code should always remain unchanged. There are two main reasons for this. The
first is that it would be hard to argue that the synthesised code is still correct after
modifications. The second reason is more from the point of view of software engi-
neering. Synthesised code has a life cycle just like any other code. Whenever the
formalisation from which the code was extracted changes, another extraction will
produce potentially significantly different code. For instance, both the Coq extrac-
tion plugin and CertiCoq write synthesised code to files specified in the Vernacular
files. Any manual changes made to these files are thus automatically overwritten
by the synthesis. So any necessary modifications to that code would have to be
stored in additional files, e.g. patch files. But even patches are not necessarily
applicable, e.g. if a previously defined function that needs to be modified does not
exist in the new synthesis. Modifying the synthesised code can therefore have a
serious impact on the maintainability of the whole software project, and synthe-
sised code should always be considered as “drop-in” code, accessed only through
well-defined interfaces.
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Chapter 4

Discussion

In Section 2.1, the differences between ordinary software (user space software) and
operating system components (kernel space software) were discussed. It was shown
that there are very different constraints on the two types of software. It was also
discussed in Section 3.1 that it is possible to verify existing software, both user
space and kernel space functionality with different methods. In Section 3.2, differ-
ent approaches of synthesising formally correct software were discussed. In order
to outline the main differences between verification and synthesis, see Figure 4.1.

Formalised Properties Specification

Original Source Code Synthesised Source Code

Compiled Software

a
n
a
ly
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syn
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esise
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p
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verify

Figure 4.1: Comparing the process of verification and synthesis.

When only the source code is available, the source code needs to be analysed
and the properties that should hold for the software must be defined and proved
in Coq. This can be done manually or with tool support. However, if the original
source code is to be adapted or extended, this involves changes to the original
source code, the formalised properties and the verification. Depending on the
complexity of the changes to the source code, the required changes to the formalised
properties and verification may be more or less extensive.
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The situation is different if there is a formal specification from which a func-
tional model can be derived. If the specification changes, the functional model
can be derived again as long as the specification is constructive. And if there
is a functional model and a formal specification, together with a proof that the
former satisfies the latter, then extensions and changes to the functional model
only require changes to these components. And that is a clear advantage. In both
cases, the functional model can be used to generate source code, which can then
be compiled. And, as mentioned earlier, this is possible in a certified process.

In both the verification and synthesis processes, it is important to consider
that device vendors typically do not publish a freely available specification of
how the driver should behave. In the best case, there is an open source driver
implementation that can be analysed. And in worst case, open source drivers are
created by reverse engineering existing binary drivers [95]. Therefore, verification
of the source code and functional model may not cover all the necessary aspects.

As pointed out in the Subsections 3.2.1 and 3.2.2, it is possible to synthesise
OCaml code and Clight code from Coq formalisations using the Coq extraction
plugin and CertiCoq respectively. This code is of course usable for user space
software, including user space drivers. In fact, the author of this thesis has shown
that it is possible to compile synthesised OCaml code into a user space driver
for the L4Re Operating Systems Framework using a generalised cross compilation
approach [132] as part of the VerSeCloud [21] project.

Furthermore, it was discussed in Subsection 3.2.2 that the synthesis by Cer-
tiCoq is verified, unlike that of the Coq Extraction plugin. In addition, using
CompCert to compile the Clight code extends the correctness guarantee to the
assembly layer. Thus, the verified OCaml extraction for Coq [20] would definitely
be more appropriate than the Coq extraction plugin for user space device drivers.
However, it was not available at the time of implementing the extensions to the
Coq extraction plugin. Furthermore, the verified extraction also lacks the synthe-
sis of foreign function calls, and the results of the extensions to the Coq extraction
plugin can be applied as part of future work. Since the synthesised OCaml code
tends to have better runtime performance when compiled natively than the Clight
code when compiled with CompCert, the Coq extraction plugin (or in the future
the verified OCaml extraction) may still be a viable solution for user space drivers.

It has also been pointed out that the code generated by the Coq extraction
plugin will not be usable as a kernel space component without significant changes
to the runtimes, and this also applies to the verified extraction to OCaml. While
CertiCoq also has a runtime, it is significantly smaller than that of OCaml, for
example.

Concluding, there is a consensus that it is possible to synthesise certified user
space software, but it does not seem to have been addressed whether synthesised
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code can be used as a Linux kernel space component. And improving the reliability
of Linux is desirable, since this operating system is undoubtedly in widespread use1

although not being verified (unlike seL4 and CertiKOS).
Therefore, the possibility of extending the Coq extraction plugin with foreign

function call synthesis and the usability of CertiCoq for the synthesis of kernel
space software will be evaluated in the following. It will be shown that even the
source code produced by CertiCoq cannot be used for kernel space without mod-
ifying either the source code itself or necessary runtime components of CertiCoq.
But it will be shown that the necessary modifications can be applied with moder-
ate effort and can be justified in such a way that their correctness can be proven.
Also, it will be shown that the same correctness guarantees apply to synthesised
kernel space software when using CertiCoq and CompCert.

1Although users may not be conscious about that fact.
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Chapter 5

Extending the Coq Extraction
Plugin

For the scope of driver synthesis, it is necessary to communicate with plain C
functionality, and there are two ways to communicate between C and OCaml.

The first direction of interest is calling C code from OCaml, which will be
covered in Section 5.1. The necessity of calling C functions arises from the fact
that low-level functionality, like writing a value to a register, is usually defined in
a C library. While it is possible to implement these operations in OCaml, e.g. by
using inline assembly code [59], doing so would be like reinventing the wheel.

The other direction of interest is calling synthesised OCaml code from C and
will be discussed in Section 5.2. This direction is particularly important when
replacing existing device driver code with synthesised code.

5.1 Synthesis of Foreign Function Calls to C
The OCaml language supports foreign function calls to C [89] by declaring an
OCaml term to be an external function with a specific name and type. For example,
the OCaml addition can be redirected to a C addition function by defining external
add : int -> int -> int = "add_c". The function add_c then has to be defined

as a C function and can be linked with the OCaml code. But the Coq extraction
plugin does not support the extraction of such external definitions, but only the
extraction of axiomatic functions to plain OCaml terms, i.e. let expressions.

As an example, consider the Coq script in Listing 5.1. The script defines a
function write_val that writes a value into a given register, ensuring that the last
bit of the value is set by applying a bitwise or with 1. The write operation itself
is performed by an axiomatic function outb.
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1 Require Extraction.
2 Require Coq.extraction.ExtrOcamlNatInt.
3
4 (* outb val reg_id *)
5 Axiom outb : nat → nat → unit.
6
7 Definition set_last_bit (val : nat) := Nat.lor val 1.
8 Definition write_val (val reg : nat) :=
9 outb (set_last_bit val) reg.

10
11 Extract Inlined Constant Nat.lor ⇒ "(lor)".
12 Extract Constant outb ⇒ "C_bindings.outb".
13 Extraction Inline set_last_bit.
14
15 Recursive Extraction write_val.

Listing 5.1: Coq code for writing n|1 to a register.

The extraction performs some general transformations, i.e. extracting the type
nat as the OCaml type int (line 2), the bitwise function Nat.lor to the OCaml
specific operation (line 10) and inlining set_last_bit (line 12). Additionally,
the axiomatic function outb is extracted to an OCaml function outb from the
C_bindings module (line 11). A recursive extraction on write_val then produces
the OCaml code shown in Listing 5.2. It is also possible to inline the definition of
outb. However, this is omitted for comprehensiveness.

1 (** val outb : int -> int -> unit **)
2 let outb = C_bindings.outb
3
4 (** val write_val : int -> int -> unit **)
5 let write_val val0 reg =
6 outb ((lor) val0 (Stdlib.Int.succ 0)) reg

Listing 5.2: OCaml code synthesised from write_val.

The advantage of extraction is obvious; the correctness of the extracted code
can be at least partially assumed, as pointed out in Subsection 3.2.1. How-
ever, in order to successfully compile the program, the implementation of the
C_bindings.outb function must still be provided by adding a file c_bindings.ml.
That is, the definition external outb : int -> int -> unit = "outb_c"1 is re-
quired, which states that the evaluation of outb is done by calling an external

1The Linux outb implementation is a void function returning nothing.
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function outb_c. The C function itself can be defined in a C file as shown in
Listing 5.3. This function is called by OCaml and transforms the given value pa-
rameters to the correct C types, i.e. unsigned 8-bit integers, performs the intended
functionality and then returns a value to OCaml, in this case the unit type. It
is important to note that a type mismatch between C_bindings.outb and the C
function outb_c cannot be detected. This is due to the fact that OCaml propagates
the type value for parameters and return values. Thus, the ocamlopt compiler
will not produce any compilation errors. It is therefore up to the developer to
ensure that the parameters are correctly interpreted on the C side. However, it is
possible to omit the type transformation by passing unboxed values [89, Sec. 11]
which will also be discussed in Section 5.3.

1 CAMLprim value
2 outb_c (value o_val, value o_reg_id){
3 // Interpret reg_val and reg_id as unsigned integers
4 uint8_t reg_val = (uint8_t)Unsigned_int_val(o_val);
5 uint8_t reg_id = (uint8_t)Unsigned_int_val(o_reg_id);
6 // call the C function implementation
7 return (Val_unit);
8 }

Listing 5.3: C wrapper function for outb_c.

But the workflow of extracting an axiomatic function as an OCaml function
and then redirecting it to an external C function in an additional module is quite
cumbersome. Problems also arise if the type of the axiomatic function is changed
in Coq for some reason. For example, if the extraction is changed from type nat
to int or vice versa, the developer needs to adapt both the C wrapper function
and the C_bindings module. That is, if lines 2 and 11 in Listing 5.1 are removed,
compilation will produce the type mismatch error shown in Listing 5.4. While the
adjustment of the wrapper function cannot be easily avoided, the modification of
the external function declaration can be solved automatically. Especially since the
target type of the extraction is defined internally in Coq.

1 File "write_val.ml", line 87, characters 7-24:
2 87 | outb (lor0 val0 (S O)) reg
3 ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
4 Error: This expression has type nat but an expression was expected
5 of type
6 int

Listing 5.4: Compilation error after changing types of outb.
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It is therefore clearly more desirable to be able to synthesise the external
declaration during Coq extraction. This functionality has been implemented for
OCaml extraction by the author of this document in the following way. A new
Coq command Extract Foreign Constant @qualid ⇒ @string, which is similar to
the existing Extract Constant command has been introduced. While the original
command marks the axiomatic function referenced by @qualid as a (potentially
inlined) custom term, the new command marks it as foreign custom term with
the name @string.

During extraction, both cases are handled by the same implementation. In gen-
eral, the Coq extraction plugin synthesises an mli file containing the OCaml term
declarations, i.e. the interface, and an ml file containing the term definitions, i.e. the
implementation. For both Extract Constant and Extract Foreign Constant, a val
declaration is synthesised in the output mli file. When synthesising the ml file,
the extraction plugin then distinguishes between foreign custom and custom
terms. While custom terms are synthesised as regular OCaml terms (i.e. let
expressions) as before, foreign custom terms are synthesised as external ex-
pressions including the type. Thus, when replacing Line 12 in Listing 5.1 with
Extract Foreign Constant outb ⇒ "outb_c"., the result of the extraction is as
shown in Listing 5.5.

1 (** val outb : int -> int -> unit **)
2 external outb: int -> int -> unit = "outb_c"
3
4 (** val write_val : int -> int -> unit **)
5 let write_val val0 reg =
6 outb ((lor) val0 (Stdlib.Int.succ 0)) reg

Listing 5.5: OCaml code synthesised from write_val with extended synthesis.

The obvious advantage here is that the necessary changes in the Coq script are
minimal, i.e. using foreign extraction instead of normal extraction. In addition,
the type-correctness of outb is guaranteed, which eliminates potential sources of
compilation errors. The changes to the Coq extraction plugin described here have
been submitted as a Pull Request for inclusion in Coq [130] and will be part
of Coq 8.20. They also include the possibility to display the currently defined
foreign functions with the command Print Extraction Foreign. In the following,
the synthesis of calls from C to OCaml is discussed.
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5.2 Synthesis of OCaml Entry Points
In an iterative process of replacing unverified C code with synthesised OCaml code,
it is necessary to be able to call the synthesised code. OCaml has the functionality
to expose functions by global names as closures and make them callable from C
code [89, Sec. 7]. Registering an OCaml function, e.g. compute_val with an int
parameter, as a callable closure is done with the command

let _ = Callback.register "compute_val" compute_val. 2

On the C side, the OCaml runtime must first be initialised. Then the closure can
be searched with caml_named_value("compute_val"), which returns the closure as
value * variable, e.g. clo.

This closure can then be called with the caml_callback(*clo, Val_int(n)))
function, which evaluates the closure and returns its return value. It is clearly

possible and not much effort to define the callback registrations for each synthesised
function to be exposed manually. However, when refactoring Coq formalisations,
for example, it is not uncommon for the names of some functions to change, making
manual adjustments to the callback registration necessary. Furthermore, in order
not to modify the synthesised OCaml files, all callback registrations must be stored
in an additional file.

This effort can be avoided because the Coq script also contains the information
about the name of the extracted function. Therefore, the Coq extraction plugin
was extended to also synthesise closure registration calls. This was done by intro-
ducing the Coq command Extract Callback @string_opt @qualid. This command
marks the specified @qualid with the optional name given as @string_opt as a
callback in an internal map. During extraction, whenever the OCaml code for a
function is synthesised, the implementation checks whether it is a callback function
and adds the callback registration call after the function definition. As an exam-
ple, consider Listing 5.1, which uses write_val from Listing 5.6. Here a function
is defined that calls write_val with a fixed register value and is then declared as
a callback function accessible by the global name write_reg.

1 Definition write_pcspkr_reg (val : nat) := write_val val 0x61.
2 Extract Callback "write_reg" write_pcspkr_reg.
3 Recursive Extraction write_pcspkr_reg.

Listing 5.6: Coq code for writing n|1 to register 0x61.

The new extraction scheme then produces the result shown in Listing 5.7. The
call to Callback.register (line 12) is fully qualified according to the OCaml

2The expression “let _” can be used instead of “let ()” and the global name can be arbitrary
but must be unique.
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standard library to ensure that no naming conflict when a formalisation includes
a function Callback.register3.

1 (** val outb : int -> int -> unit **)
2 external outb: int -> int -> unit = "outb_c"
3
4 (** val write_val : int -> int -> unit **)
5 let write_val val0 reg =
6 outb ((lor) val0 (Stdlib.Int.succ 0)) reg
7
8 (** val write_pcspkr_reg : int -> unit **)
9 let write_pcspkr_reg val0 =

10 write_val val0 (Stdlib.Int.succ [...] )
11
12 let () = Stdlib.Callback.register "write_reg" write_pcspkr_reg

Listing 5.7: Synthesised code for writing n|1 to register 0x61.

As shown, these extensions of the Coq extraction plugin do have a positive im-
pact on the overall development process and maintainability. The internal name of
the registered callback can be automatically updated while preserving the global
name, which eliminates the possibility of compilation errors when changing the
function name in the Coq formalisation. It is also easy to add and remove exposed
OCaml functions in the proof script. Finally, no additional files containing the
callback registrations are required. However, the synthesis of the callback regis-
tration does not have any impact on the correctness of the complete software at
runtime. The modifications to the Coq extraction plugin described here have also
been submitted as part of the Pull Request [130] for inclusion in Coq and will be
part of Coq 8.20. They also include the possibility to display the currently defined
callbacks with the command Print Extraction Callback and to reset them with
Reset Extraction Callback.

5.3 Open Work
While the extensions presented can be considered as improvements, they can and
should also be seen as a starting point for further extensions. As noted, the
extraction of foreign function calls and callbacks is limited to OCaml. But the Coq
extraction plugin is also able to synthesise Haskell and Scheme. While there are
syntactical differences between the OCaml, Haskell and Scheme FFI, the concept

3This was a review suggestion given by Gaëtan Gilbert (Inria).
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for OCaml extraction can in principle be applied for extracting the other languages,
too.

There are even more possible extensions for OCaml extraction. The most
important are performance-critical optimisations supported by the OCaml lan-
guage [89, Sec. 11] when compiling code natively, i.e. with ocamlopt. As described
in Section 5.1, the C-side functions receive parameters as value types and must
transform the values into the correct C types, i.e. unbox them. Return values must
also be boxed to the value type. But OCaml has the functionality to work with
unboxed values if the OCaml types are float, int32, int64 or nativeint [89,
Sec. 11.1]. In this case, the types can be transformed to the C types double,
int32_t, int64_t or intnat, respectively. According to the documentation, the
following changes are required if, for example, the function outb from Section 5.1 is
called with parameters of type int64. Instead of defining the external by external
outb: int64 -> int64 -> unit = "outb_c", the int64 types can be annotated,

i.e. written as (int64 [@unboxed]), while the function body can then be defined
as "outb_c_wrap" "outb_c". This tells the OCaml compiler to call the C func-
tion outb_c_wrap, which then calls outb_c while unboxing the input parameters.
On the C side, the functions outb_c_wrap and outb_c then need to be defined as
shown in Listing 5.8.

1 void outb_c (int64_t val, int64_t reg_id) {
2 // check if val and reg_id are <= max_uint8
3 // write the val to reg_id.
4 return;
5 }
6
7 CAMLprim value outb_c_wrap (value o_val, value o_reg_id) {
8 // call outb_c with reg_val and reg_id as int64_t
9 outb_c(Int64_val(o_val), Int64_val(o_reg_id));

10 return (Val_unit);
11 }

Listing 5.8: C wrapper functions for outb_c_wrap and outb_c.

The advantage here is that outb_c_wrap is rather generic. In fact, this function
could even be synthesised by Coq, although this is not a trivial task. While floats
are defined in the Coq standard library, there seem to be no definitions for int32
and int64. Instead, there is a 63-bit definition of integers. However, if a Coq
formalisation contains proofs that certain integral (or nat) values supplied to an
axiomatic function are in the range of int64, extracting them unboxed would be
type-safe.

Under this assumption, the Coq extraction plugin could be extended by a com-
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mand Extract Foreign Constant Unboxing @qualid ⇒ @string. This command
would have to mark the @qualid as a foreign unboxing custom, for example.
During extraction, the type of such a function must be analysed in detail. When-
ever the target type segment is float or int, the output type segment for the
external definition should be (float [@unboxed]) or (int64 [@unboxed]) re-
spectively. For the int64 case, any function that uses the axiomatic function
must be synthesised to use the transformation of an int parameter p to int64
by applying StdLib.Int64.of_int p. Additionally, the extraction could synthe-
sise C wrappers, i.e. for the given @string, a function @string_wrap could be
generated as shown in Listing 5.8. This way, the @string_wrap function would
be type-safe. Additionally, the compiler would then be able to type-check the
call to outb, which would increase the type-safety for integral or floating-point
parameters and return values.

Another interesting concept that can be used when compiling OCaml natively
is the use of the [@@noalloc] annotation [89, Sec. 11.2]. This annotation sig-
nals to the compiler that the external function will not allocate memory, e.g. by
malloc, nor will it raise exceptions or release the “master lock” [89, Sec. 12.2].
This is especially true for register write operations, which are common in driver
development. Annotating the function accordingly has the effect that the call
to the function is not wrapped in the caml_c_call function, which would nor-
mally apply garbage collection. In this way, the overhead of garbage collection
can be omitted. [89, Sec. 11.2] Extending the OCaml extraction plugin in this
case is much simpler than for unboxing. It is sufficient to define a Coq function
Extract Foreign Constant Noalloc @qualid ⇒ @string which marks the @qualid
as a foreign noalloc custom. For instance, when synthesising outb with the
Noalloc extension, the extraction would then have to synthesise

external outb: int -> int -> unit = "outb_c" [@@noalloc].
But additionally, the Coq command should emit a warning to to the user, that it
is necessary to check whether the function really fulfils the preconditions.

While it is possible to reset the callbacks as described in Section 5.2, it is not
possible to do the same for foreign functions. In fact, this is not even possible for
axiomatic extraction to OCaml functions with the Extract Constant [130] com-
mand. While there is a Reset Extraction Inline command, it merely removes the
information that the axiomatic functions should be inline. The reason for this is
that when marking an axiomatic function as custom, a substitution from @qualid
to @string is stored internally in Coq in a “superglobal_object”. This means that
the substitution applies whenever the module in which it was defined is required
by another module. It is therefore not trivial to remove the substitution. This
issue has raised by the author in the Pull Request [130].
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Chapter 6

Extracting Certified Device
Driver Code to Clight

In the last chapter, the extraction of formalised and verified software to OCaml
source code was discussed. But as described in Subsection 3.2.2, it is possible
to synthesise Clight code using CertiCoq. While the Clight code generated from
the formalisation by CertiCoq can be used without modification in both user and
kernel space, this is not the case for the additional required files. As described in
Subsection 3.2.2, CertiCoq provides a set of files that are needed to compile the
generated source. These are the generated glue code, some headers (values.h,
m.h, config.h) and additionally, and most importantly, the garbage collection.
For the scope of this document, the stack-based garbage collection (gc_stack) will
be considered. Also, if the provided primitive files (e.g. prim_int63) shall be used,
these are also required. For compiling user space device drivers, no modifications
are required, as a libc is usable. However, for compiling kernel modules, changes
are required, as implied in Section 2.1.

In the following, the transformation of the CertiCoq runtime and changes to
the glue code files are discussed, starting with the most complex aspect, i.e. the
garbage collection.

6.1 Adapting the CertiCoq Garbage Collection
Since the garbage collection (GC) has to run in kernel space, it is necessary to
get rid of the loss of control flow caused by calls to exit and assert. As pointed
out in Section 2.1, these functions should not, and partially even cannot be used
in kernel space. To solve these issues, the garbage collection should react lazily
on failure, i.e. the GC has to be transformed so that errors are propagated to the
public functions. This way, the errors can be handled by the calling code.
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The garbage collection exposes 8 functions (by making them accessible in the
header gc_stack.h [142]), as shown in Listing 6.1. In the following, the origi-
nal source code [142, gc_stack.c] is discussed. The make_tinfo function allocates
heap memory for the execution of the synthesised code and returns a thread_info
structure containing the closure (the synthesised function to be called), its pa-
rameters and its return value. The garbage_collect function removes unused
data from previous computations and is called by the synthesised code itself.
The free_heap function frees the heap memory allocated by make_tinfo, while
reset_heap only clears the heap without freeing it. The functions export_heap
and extract_answer can be used to copy the closure return value and the com-
plete heap respectively. These functions are not necessarily used by synthesised
code. Also, the stack-based garbage collection implementation file does not contain
an implementation of extract_answer. The certicoq_modify function applies
a mutable write barrier to the thread_info, and finally the print_heapsize
function does exactly what its name implies - it prints the allocated, used and
remembered heap size.

1 struct thread_info *make_tinfo(void);
2 void garbage_collect(struct thread_info *ti);
3 void free_heap(struct heap *h); // @safe
4 void reset_heap(struct heap *h); // @safe
5 value* extract_answer(struct thread_info *ti);
6 void* export_heap(struct thread_info *ti, value root);
7 void certicoq_modify(struct thread_info *ti, value *p_cell,
8 value p_val);
9 void print_heapsize(struct thread_info *ti); // @safe

Listing 6.1: Function definitions in the gc_stack.h of CertiCoq.

Some of the functions will never fail, i.e. call assertions or exit1. These func-
tions are free_heap, reset_heap and print_heapsize, as indicated by the @safe
documentation tag in the listing. The most important functions, make_tinfo and
garbage_collect, may fail. Although extract_answer and export_heap are not
automatically used by the synthesised code, and are not necessary for kernel space
drivers, they can fail and the failures should be handled.

When analysing the garbage collector in depth, there is one main observation:
All functions that may fail are either functions that return void, i.e. nothing, or
functions that return a pointer. And this opens up the possibility of a schematic
approach to adapting the garbage collection. That is, for each function f that
returns void, it is possible to construct a function f ′ that returns the boolean

1Precisely, exit is called via a wrapper function abort_with that additionally prints an error.
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value false whenever the original function f evaluates to exit or assert, and
true otherwise. Furthermore, for any function f that returns a pointer, it is
possible to construct a function f ′ that returns NULL (the null pointer) whenever
the original function f evaluates to exit or assert. Returning a null pointer is
a viable solution because this value is generally considered to be an invalid value.
Also, if f would have returned a null pointer under normal conditions, f ′ would
do the same. Once these modified functions have been constructed, the functions
that call them have to be adapted to propagate the errors to the public functions.
This schematic approach will be used in the following to transform the garbage
collection.

The certicoq_modify function has a fairly simple structure, as it only sets
a mutable write barrier, does not call any other functions, and only fails with
an assertion if ti->alloc < ti->limit does not hold, i.e. if the alloc pointer
reaches or exceeds the limit. This can be easily solved by making the function
return boolean values, and making it behave differently depending on whether it
is compiled for user space or kernel space2. Then the function can still use the
assertion in user space, while printing an error message before returning false (0)
in kernel space. Also, in both cases, the function has to return true (1) at the end
of the function body. In the following, the transformation of the more complex
functions is described.

6.1.1 Making make_tinfo Fail Lazily
When the public function make_tinfo is called, the private functions create_heap
and create_space are involved in the call graph, as shown in Figure 6.1, and the
edges are labelled with the order of execution.

struct thread info
*make tinfo

struct heap
*create heapvoid *malloc int exit

12
2 fails

1 1 fails

void create space

21
1 fails

Figure 6.1: The original call graph when calling make_tinfo.
2Using the compile barrier #ifdef CERTICOQ_KERNEL_SPACE . . . #else . . . #endif.
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Here, make_tinfo first calls create_heap, allocates the thread_info and calls
exit if the allocation fails. The function create_heap itself tries to allocate the
heap memory, and calls exit on failure. If the memory allocation is successful,
create_space is called. Then create_space attempts to allocate the next gen-
eration and calls exit on failure.

This functionality can be transformed using a lazily failing approach by start-
ing with create_space, i.e. the bottom of the call graph. As can be seen,
create_space is a void function in the original implementation, i.e. it returns
nothing. To catch and propagate failures, the function has to be redefined to
return a boolean value, for example. Then, instead of exiting on a failed space
allocation, the function can return false, while returning true on success.

Now that create_space propagates failures to create_heap, the behaviour
of create_heap can be adapted by returning NULL if either the allocation of
the heap returns NULL or the call to create_space evaluates to false. Thus,
create_heap returns NULL if and only if malloc or create_space fails.

This transformation allows make_tinfo to detect a failed call to create_heap.
Again, NULL can be returned if either create_heap returned NULL, or if the allo-
cation of the thread_info failed, making the call to exit obsolete. The resulting
call graph is shown in Figure 6.2.

struct thread info
*make tinfo

struct heap
*create heap

void *malloc

1

2

NULL

1

NULL

bool create space

2

1

false

Figure 6.2: The call graph when calling make_tinfo with lazy failing.

The advantage of this transformation is that errors propagated by the private
functions create_heap and create_space can also be caught by other public
functions.

6.1.2 Making garbage_collect Fail Lazily
When the garbage_collect function is called, it in turn calls the private func-
tions create_space, do_generation and resume. Also, do_generation calls the
functions forward_remset, forward_roots and do_scan which in turn all call the
function forward, as shown in Figure 6.3. With the changes presented in the last
subsection, the functions create_space and forward are both safe, as indicated
by the dotted border. Since forward_roots and do_scan do not exit or assert and
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void garbage collectvoid create space int exit

void do generation void resume

void forward remset void forward roots void do scan

void forward

assert

1

2 3

oog
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no heap
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Figure 6.3: The original call graph when calling garbage_collect.

use the safe forward function, they can remain unchanged. The only functions
that do exit or assert are forward_remset, resume and garbage_collect itself.
Specifically, resume exits if not enough space has been freed and garbage_collect
exits if the GC has run out of generations. And all these functions are void func-
tions in the original implementation. Thus, their return value can be changed to
boolean, as was done for create_space. The result of the transformation is shown
in Figure 6.4, omitting the functions that did not need to be changed.

bool garbage collect

bool do generation

bool resume

bool forward remset

false

2

3

1
false

false

false

Figure 6.4: The call graph when calling garbage_collect with lazy failing.

Here, resume returns false if no heap has been allocated (previously assertion)
or the nursery is too small. Otherwise it returns true. The forward_remset
function returns false if the assertion fails, and true otherwise. This return value
is then propagated by do_generation to garbage_collect.

Finally, garbage_collect returns false if and only if one of the mentioned
functions (or create_space) failed or if the GC has run out of generations, i.e. no
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additional spaces can be created.

6.1.3 Making export_heap Fail Lazily
The public function export_heap calls the functions create_space, create_heap,
garbage_collect_all and do_generation, as shown in Figure 6.5.

void *export heap

int garbage collect all

void do generationvoid create space

void create heap

1

2,4 3,5

1

2

Figure 6.5: The original call graph when calling export_heap.

Here the functions create_space, create_heap and do_generation have al-
ready been transformed, as indicated by the dotted borders. And indeed, neither
export_heap nor garbage_collect_all do fail by calling exit or assertions. But
garbage_collect_all does call create_heap and do_generation. Thus, the
function has to be transformed to propagate failures from these functions. Both
functions return false on error after transformation. And garbage_collect_all
returns an integer, which makes propagation more complicated, but not impossi-
ble.

The solution here is that garbage_collect_all returns a value i which is
defined by an iteration in the interval [0, MAX_SPACES − 2]3. So any value
outside this interval is an error value. And since the return value has to be of type
int (which is actually signed int), a valid error return value is −1. So the function
can be redefined to return −1 if and only if create_heap or do_generation fails.

Then it is possible to catch a failed garbage_collect_all in export_heap
and the function must also catch failed calls to create_space and do_generation
functions. Additionally, there are two memory allocations that create memory for
spaces to do the export. These memory allocation calls are not guarded in any way
in the original implementation. Thus, a failed allocation would produce a NULL
pointer, which must also be handled by returning NULL in this case. In summary,
export_heap must return NULL if and only if one of the memory allocations or
calls to the described functions fails. It is also necessary to ensure that successfully
allocated memory is freed when one of the functions fails, and this has been done
in the course of the GC transformation.

3The loop expression limits i to satisfy the condition i < MAX_SPACES − 1.
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6.1.4 Considering Purely Private Functions and Failing
After having transformed all public functions and functions called by them to lazily
failing variants, there are still private functions that need to be addressed. One
of these functions is uintnat gensize(uintnat words), which is actually disabled
by guarding it with an “if false” macro4. This function computes the size of the
next generation and calls exit via abort_with if the size exceeds the size of an
unsigned integer, i.e. would be too big for the address space. Also, the function
asserts that the size of the next generation is at least twice the size of the current
one. Assuming that the current generation cannot have a size of 0, the size must
be positive. Thus, the size of the next generation must also be positive. And since
the return value is uintnat, which includes the value 0, this value can be used as
the error value. Now the call to the exit function can be replaced by returning 0.
And similar to the transformed version of certicoq_modify, the assertion can be
an assert for user space and return 0 in kernel space.

Now that all calls to abort_with have been removed, the function itself can
also be removed. Also, no assertions are called when the code is compiled for
kernel space. Consequently, the include to assert.h can be guarded by a compile
barrier5 to ensure that it is removed for kernel space.

To ensure that the new garbage collection works as before, it must still fail
in user space code. In particular, the call to garbage_collect from synthesised
code must still exit in user space, but not in kernel space. And since it is the only
garbage collector function that is always called by the synthesised code, no other
functions need to explicitly call the exit function, as invalid values can be caught
by the calling plain C code. The garbage_collect function in the implementation
file6 can then be renamed to do_garbage_collect, for example. The dependent
failing can then be implemented as shown in Listing 6.2.

1 // In lazily_failing_gc_stack.h
2 #ifdef CERTICOQ_KERNEL_SPACE
3 _Bool
4 #else
5 void
6 #endif
7 garbage_collect(struct thread_info *ti);
8
9 // in lazily_failing_gc_stack.c

10 #ifdef CERTICOQ_KERNEL_SPACE

4#if 0 . . . #endif.
5#ifndef CERTICOQ_KERNEL_SPACE . . . #endif.
6lazily_failing_gc_stack.c
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11 inline _Bool garbage_collect(struct thread_info *ti) {
12 return do_garbage_collect(ti);
13 }
14 #else
15 inline void garbage_collect(struct thread_info *ti) {
16 if (0==do_garbage_collect(ti))
17 exit(1);
18 }
19 #endif

Listing 6.2: Making garbage_collect dependently fail.

In the header file, the return type is made dependent on whether the file
is compiled for kernel or user space. In the implementation file, the new im-
plementation of the garbage_collect function then returns the result of the
do_garbage_collect function in kernel space, and exits in user space if the return
value of the function is 0, i.e. false. With all these changes, the garbage collection
is still compatible with user space applications. While lazy failing introduces a
latency before the eventual call to the exit function, this latency is not relevant
in user space, since both the original and the modified garbage collection will fail
in user space and stop the process as a result. Also, the lazily failing GC can be
a basis for other UNIX operating systems (e.g. BSD) where the same restrictions
on the use of exit and assert apply.

6.1.5 Specialising for Linux Kernel Modules
Once the garbage collector implementation has been transformed, it needs to be
specialised for kernel module applications, preferably in new files. As described
in Section 2.1, the functions printf, fprintf, malloc and free cannot be used.
Therefore, the specialised implementation has to use functions provided by the
Linux Kernel headers.

The easiest aspect to solve is the printing functionality. All calls to printf and
fprintf (if the output is stderr) can be replaced by calls to printk. Specifically,
all informational printing instructions are set to log level KERN_INFO, and all error
messages, e.g. the ones introduced in the transformation into a lazily failing GC, are
set to log level KERN_ERR. Since printk does not support floating-point conversion
specifiers, the occupancy logging output in do_generation must print floating-
point values as integral values, which clearly reduces precision. Furthermore, as
described in Section 2.1, there is no alternative to fprintf in kernel space, and
reading or writing files from kernel modules is discouraged. Thus, the printtree
function effectively cannot be used, and the in_heap function is never called.
While these functions are only compiled when the DEBUG flag is set, they should
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generally be ignored when compiling for kernel space. This is done by compiling
them only if CERTICOQ_KERNEL_SPACE is not defined. Additionally, the dependent
include of assert.h and all assertions and user space specific implementations can
be removed.

Also, kernel modules are compiled with many warnings enabled, like -Werror=
strict-prototypes. This option causes a warning to be issued when a function
declaration or definition does not contain argument types. If a function has no
arguments, as is the case with create_heap, then the argument type of the func-
tion must be void. And in this case, this warning is even treated as an error. It is
of course possible to override this warning, but from an engineering point of view,
garbage collection code should satisfy the same constraints as any other kernel
module component.

What remains is the adaption of memory allocations to the Linux Kernel. As
pointed out in Section 2.1, kernel space software must use kernel-specific functions
to allocate and free heap memory. But so far, the garbage collection still uses
malloc and free from the user space standard library. The garbage collection
allocates memory in the functions create_heap, create_space, make_tinfo and
export_heap. It is important to note that create_space actually allocates an
array of n cells. Thus, it is possible to use kmalloc_array in create_space
and kzalloc in the remaining functions. One hurdle is that the kernel-specific
functions are defined in linux/slab.h. And this header file transitively imports
the header thread_info.h, which contains a definition of - as can be expected
- a thread_info structure. Thus, when including linux/slab.h in the garbage
collection instead of stdlib.h, the garbage collection compilation will eventually
fail because of the redefinition. But this problem can be solved by defining a new
memory allocation implementation file, as shown in Listing 6.3.

1 #include "certicoq_alloc.h"
2 #include <linux/slab.h> // for kzalloc, kmalloc_array and kfree.
3
4 void * alloc(size_t sz)
5 { return kzalloc(sz, GFP_KERNEL); }
6
7 void * alloc_array(size_t n, size_t sz)
8 { return kmalloc_array(n, sz, GFP_KERNEL); }
9

10 void free(const void *objp)
11 { kfree(objp); }

Listing 6.3: A custom memory allocation compilation unit, certicoq_alloc.c.
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Here, the include of slab.h is done in the additional C file, which is compiled
as a separate compilation unit. And in this file, no redefinition of thread_info
will occur. In fact, the thread_info definition from the Linux Kernel header
is not even used, and is thus eliminated. When exposing the functions alloc,
alloc_array and free in the header file for the new compilation unit, and in-
cluding the file in garbage collection instead of stdlib.h, the new functions can
be used. That is, alloc is used in create_heap, make_tinfo and export_heap,
while alloc_array is used in create_space.

A side effect of not using the stdlib.h is that the stdint.h, which contains
definitions of integral types (e.g. size_t), is not included. But these definitions
are needed for memory allocation. This can also be easily solved by including
linux/types.h in the memory allocation header file.

While it is possible to free or reset the heap, there is no explicit function to
deallocate the thread_info. Although it is possible to do this manually by first
calling free_heap and then freeing the thread_info itself, it is easy to forget
to free the heap. Thus, a public function free_tinfo has been implemented to
simplify this task.

Now the garbage collection is fully compliant for use in Linux kernel space.
However, there are still other files required during compilation that need to be
adapted. In the following section, all changes to the original CertiCoq files or
synthesised files are discussed.

6.2 Adapting the Synthesised Code and Other
Runtime Components

As described in Subsection 3.2.2, CertiCoq synthesises Clight code representing
the formalised functionality and the result of the synthesis is a C and header file,
e.g. prog.c and prog.h. Also, CertiCoq is able to synthesise glue code producing
the files glue.c and glue.h, for example. The necessary changes to these files or
the files they include are described below.

6.2.1 Adapting the Synthesised Code
The files containing the synthesised functionality do not directly use any libc
functionality. The only headers being included by the code are prim_floats.h,
prim_int63.h, coq_c_ffi.h and gc_stack.h, which provide primitive operations
for floating-point and integer arithmetic, communication with Coq and the garbage
collection respectively. All these files are part of the CertiCoq runtime [142]. How-
ever, the includes of the primitives and the Coq FFI files can be omitted as de-
scribed in Subsection 3.2.2. Also, the synthesised code can use the GC that was
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specialised for kernel space in the last section instead of the original one. Conclud-
ing, if the default includes are omitted, no changes are required to the synthesised
code itself.

Communication with Coq is not necessary for kernel modules, and this in-
clude is definitely superfluous. However, the primitives files may be useful and
necessary if primitives are used by the synthesised code, and these files actually
use libc functionality. For example, the primitive integer operations implementa-
tion uses printing functionality (from stdio.h) and also includes both stdlib.h
and gc_stack.h. Again, while the specialised GC can be used safely, the other in-
cludes must be addressed separately. The printing functionality is used via a trace
macro, which expands to printf if CERTICOQ_TRACE is defined, and otherwise to
a comment.

1 #ifdef CLIGHT_KERNEL_CODE
2 #include <linux/printk.h>
3 #ifdef CERTICOQ_TRACE
4 #define trace(...) printk(KERN_INFO __VA_ARGS__)
5 #else
6 #define trace(...) //printk(KERN_INFO __VA_ARGS__)
7 #endif
8 #else
9 #include <stdio.h>

10 #ifdef CERTICOQ_TRACE
11 #define trace(...) printf(__VA_ARGS__)
12 #else
13 #define trace(...) //printf(__VA_ARGS__)
14 #endif
15 #endif

Listing 6.4: A custom stdio wrapper header.

This can be easily solved by defining a wrapper file, e.g. certicoq_stdio.h as
shown in Listing 6.4. Here, the new file includes linux/printk.h for kernel space
and stdio.h for user space, and redirects trace to the appropriate implemen-
tation. Then, when including this file instead of the original, printing will work
transparently for both user and kernel space. The include to stdlib.h done by the
primitive file is not even used by the file itself. Also, the include to the GC itself
already includes memory allocations, and the include to stdlib.h is superfluous
and can be removed7.

The implementation of primitive floating-point operations uses the primitive
integer operations provided by the file prim_int63.h, and additionally includes

7This was confirmed by Matthieu Sozeau in private communication.
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the stdint.h (for integral type definitions) and the math.h. Both the stdint.h
and math.h includes can be replaced by includes of certicoq_stdint.h and
certicoq_math.h. The file certicoq_stdint.h will then include linux/types.h
for kernel space and stdint.h for user space, and the header file certicoq_math.h
will include either linux/math.h or math.h. However, the math library should be
used with care, as discussed in Section 2.1.

6.2.2 Adapting the Glue Code
As noted in Subsection 3.2.2, the glue code includes functionality to construct
Coq types (such as nat or Z) with C functions. These functions do not use any
libc functionality and can be used as components of a kernel module without
modification. But the files also contain functions for printing Coq types to the
console. Here again, the use of stdio.h breaks the usability of the Clight code in
kernel modules. In principle, it would be possible to use the certicoq_stdio.h
described in the previous subsection and extend it with wrapper functions for
printf that redirect to printk in kernel space. However, this would not give the
expected result. The reason is that printing is done recursively on the structure of
the given type. For example, when printing a value of type nat with the function
print_Coq_Init_Datatypes_nat, the function processes the value recursively, as
shown in Listing 6.5.

1 printf(lparen_lit);
2 printf(*(names_of_Coq_Init_Datatypes_nat + $tag));
3 printf(space_lit);
4 print_Coq_Init_Datatypes_nat(*((value *) $args + 0));
5 printf(rparen_lit);

Listing 6.5: Extract from nat printing functionality.

When redirecting printf to printk, each parenthesis, S and O would be printed
on a separate line, as the default log level (KERN_INFO) is defined this way. It is
possible to use the continuation log level (KERN_CONT) here, which will give the
expected result. But as described in Section 2.1, this log level may not be secure.

So there are three possible solutions. The simplest is to remove the printing
functionality, as it is only used for debugging purposes and is not necessary for
compilation8. Also, removing the functionality does not affect the correctness of
the remaining code, as long as it is not used by the synthesised code. A better
solution here would be to provide a variant of the glue code generation for CertiCoq
that omits the printing functionality, but this approach is beyond the scope of this

8This is the option taken for the example driver implementation.
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work. The most elegant solution would be to split the printing into two stages.
The first stage (string_of_nat) should construct a string, represented as char *.
Then the function print_Coq_Init_Datatypes_nat could just print the generated
string. In principle, the string could be constructed using the strcat or strncat
functions, which are supported for both user space (string.h) and kernel space
(linux/string.h), but are considered unsafe [69]. Instead, the documentation
recommends using the scnprintf function. But to use this function, the size
of the string to be produced must be known (i.e. computed) a priori. And this
computation introduces additional overhead. Although this would be the best and
most portable solution, it would require significant changes to CertiCoq that are
beyond the scope of this thesis.

With these changes, the glue code for constructing and destructing Coq types
can be used in kernel space. But when communicating between C and synthesised
Clight code, the use of raw glue code functions can be quite cumbersome. This
can be solved using primitives, and is discussed in the following subsection.

6.2.3 Adapting Types, Transformations and Primitives
When communicating between synthesised Clight code and plain C code, all pa-
rameters and return values must be of type value. This and other primitive types
are defined in CertiCoq’s values.h, which is intended to be compatible with the
definitions in OCaml’s mlvalues.h [123], as noted in Subsection 3.2.2. And, as
noted in Section 2.2, kernel modules are compiled with many parameters, making
it necessary to adapt part of values.h [142], in particular some of the definitions
shown in Listing 6.6.

The macros Tag_val (lines 4/7), Tag_hp (lines 5/8) and Byte_u (line 16) all re-
turn an unsigned char * as value. But Bp_hp (line 1), Bp_val (line 12) and Byte
(line 15) return a char *. Although not explicitly stated, the definition of Byte as
char * and Byte_u as unsigned char * suggests that the macros are intended
to return different types. This assumption is supported by the C ISO/IEC stan-
dard, which states that “The three types char, signed char, and unsigned char
are collectively called the character types. The implementation shall define char
to have the same range, representation, and behavior as either signed char or
unsigned char” [93, §6.2.5.15]. And according to the GCC compiler documen-
tation, the default representation of char is determined by the ABI, i.e. platform
specific [83, §4.4, item 5]. For the AMD64 ABI, for example, both char and
signed char are represented as signed byte [97, p. 16, fig. 3.1]. Thus, on a
standard machine, the type char * should have the same range, representation
and behaviour as signed char *.

However, Linux kernel modules on an average Ubuntu 22.04 x86_64 machine
are compiled with the -funsigned-char option, which contradicts these assump-
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tions. For example, in this case Byte(x, i) and Byte_u(x, i) would have the
same type, which may not be the expected result. Thus, when compiling for the
Linux Kernel, the expected representation of char * should be explicitly specified.
Assuming that char * shall have the semantics of signed char *, the types have
been adapted for kernel space compilation. As these macros appear to be unused,
it would also be possible to remove them. However, they may be useful in the
future.

1 #define Bp_hp(hp) ((char *) Val_hp (hp))
2 ...
3 #ifdef ARCH_BIG_ENDIAN
4 #define Tag_val(val) (((unsigned char *) (val)) [-1])
5 #define Tag_hp(hp) (((unsigned char *) (hp)) [sizeof(value)-1])
6 #else
7 #define Tag_val(val) (((unsigned char *) (val)) [-sizeof(value)])
8 #define Tag_hp(hp) (((unsigned char *) (hp)) [0])
9 #endif

10 ...
11 /* Pointer to the first byte */
12 #define Bp_val(v) ((char *) (v))
13 #define Val_bp(p) ((value) (p))
14 /* Bytes are numbered from 0. */
15 #define Byte(x, i) (((char *) (x)) [i])
16 #define Byte_u(x, i) (((unsigned char *) (x)) [i])

Listing 6.6: Part of the CertiCoq values.h.
The type transformations, e.g. from nat or Z to unsigned int or int and vice

versa can be implemented as primitive operations. The VeriFFI project [144], for
instance, aims to improve this communication and is an ongoing effort to provide
a verified foreign function interface for Clight code. This project also contains
many examples of type transformations, e.g. between uint63 and Z [143, uint63z]
or uint63 and nat [143, uint63nat]. The transformation functions here follow the
naming scheme uint63_from_t and uint63_to_t where t is the source and target
Coq type, respectively. On the C side, however, uint63 is a rather unusual type.
The usual type would be uint64_t (or int64_t), for example.

But here again, VeriFFI includes functions to encode and decode between int63
and int64_t [144, c/int63.c]. So it is quite easy to define the transformation
between int64_t and Z, using the examples from VeriFFI.

However, there are two aspects to consider. The first is that the C types
uint64_t and int64_t. This is where certicoq_stdint.h, described in Subsec-
tion 6.2.1, can be used instead of the includes of stdint.h to make the transfor-
mations work in both user and kernel space.
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A problem arises when using the uint63_to_z [143, uint63z/prims.c] transfor-
mation function, as shown in Listing 6.7. Here, the expression “(1 << i)”(line 4)
is interpreted as shifting a signed integer by the unsigned integer value i, according
to the ISO/IEC C standard [93, §6.4.4.1]. But if the size of the type value is 8
bytes, i.e. 64 bits, which is the default case, the expression

unsigned int i = sizeof(value) * 8 - 1 (line 3)
evaluates to unsigned int i = 63. Thus, in the first iteration of the loop, the
integer value 1 (which is 32 bits) is shifted left by 63 bits which is a shift overflow.

1 value uint63_to_Z(struct thread_info *tinfo, value t) {
2 ...
3 for (unsigned int i = sizeof(value) * 8 - 1; i > 0; i--) {
4 _Bool bit = ((size_t)t & (1 << i)) >> i;
5 ...
6 }
7 return alloc_make_Coq_Numbers_BinNums_Z_Zpos(tinfo, temp);
8 }

Listing 6.7: Extract from the function uint63_to_Z.

However, no error is provoked when compiling the above example file from
VeriFFI using GCC for user space. But when adding the -fsanitize=shift com-
piler flag which is used by default for compiling kernel modules a runtime error
(shift-out-of-bounds) is generated. The solution here is to add the suffix “ULL”
to the integer constant 1.

With the changes described in this chapter, any synthesised code that does not
explicitly use libc functionality or floating-point operations should in principle be
a compatible component of a Linux Kernel module. All changes to the CertiCoq
files have been applied to a fork [128] of the original CertiCoq repository. Changes
to VeriFFI have been applied to a fork [129] of the original VeriFFI repository.
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Discussion

Chapter 5 described how to extend the Coq extraction plugin to support the
synthesis of foreign function calls. These changes have the potential to increase
the type-safety of a software that contains both synthesised OCaml code and plain
OCaml and C code. Consider Figure 7.1, which shows a comparison of the original
extraction scheme and the new one.

Coq
Extraction

write reg.ml✓
c bindings.ml

callbacks.ml

write reg.ml✓

ocamlopt
wrapper.c

main.c

Binary

old
new

Figure 7.1: Comparison of the old and new extraction scheme.

Here, solid arrows indicate partially trusted processing, while dotted paths in-
dicate untrusted. In the old scheme, both the bindings and the callbacks have
to be implemented in additional files, which may only be one file. This can lead
to type mismatches between the externals definitions in the bindings.ml and
write_reg.ml if the Coq formalisation changes. In the new scheme, the extrac-
tion plugin ensures that the types of the extracted terms match. In both cases,
type-safety between the OCaml externals and the C wrapper function cannot be
guaranteed. This also applies to OCaml closure definitions and C closure calls.

As pointed out in Section 5.3, there is still potential to improve type-safety
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between OCaml externals and C wrapper functions by unboxing extraction. Sup-
porting non-allocating extraction for externals would improve the performance
of the generated software. In principle, the changes made to OCaml extraction
can also be applied to Haskell and Scheme extraction, and potentially to verified
OCaml extraction for Coq. But this was beyond the scope of this thesis. The
development of the extensions was supported by reviews by Gaëtan Gilbert, Jim
Fehrle and Guillaume Melquiond from the Coq team.

The changes described in Chapter 6 make it possible to compile code synthe-
sised by CertiCoq as components of a Linux kernel module. As will be shown later,
it will even be possible to use this as a basis for compiling both the synthesised
and the glue code using CompCert. However, there are aspects that need to be
considered. In Section 6.1, the changes to the garbage collection implementation
were described using a schematic approach, which justifies the correctness of the
transformations. What still needs to be done, but is beyond the scope of this
thesis, is a formal proof of the correctness of the transformations. However, since
the transformations lead to a more functional definition of the garbage collection,
the proof can be expected to be a moderate effort.

One even more important aspect is that the garbage_collect function is called
by the synthesised code. In user space, both the original and the lazily failing
garbage collection will eventually exit on failure. But this is not true for the
kernel space variant, since the kernel variant cannot exit without stopping the
whole system, as described in Section 2.1. Also, the “non-local jump” seems
to be unusable. And this is a problem that cannot be solved without changes
to the CertiCoq code generation. Although the new garbage_collect function
returns false on error, no check on the return value is synthesised by CertiCoq.
Conceptually, a possible approach could be that when synthesising a function
f : A → B (with b ∈ B) containing the garbage collection call, the function
should be synthesised to return the type option B. Then the result of f should
be None if the garbage collection failed and Some b otherwise. Furthermore, any
function calling f would then also have to check whether f returned None and
propagate that error value. In principle, the outermost function called by plain
C code could then also return None, which would make it possible to detect a
garbage collection failure. But this approach would inevitably introduce additional
runtime complexity. And since this is only necessary for kernel space applications,
this synthesis should be explicitly selectable, e.g. with a new CertiCoq option.

But even without actually handling a garbage collection error, a proof of con-
cept can be given. The following part will present a partially synthesised Linux
device driver. This is done by first deriving a functional model from the original
code, and then showing how the synthesised code can actually be compiled for
kernel space.
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A Partially Synthesised Device
Driver
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From Code to Formalisation

As mentioned in Section 2.2, the PC Speaker driver [116] is both a platform device
driver and manages an input device. So the callback function event is set to the
function pcspkr_event. The event function takes as input a pointer to the input
device, an unsigned integer type and code, and a signed integer value, as shown
in Listing 8.1, copied1 from the Linux Kernel GitHub repository [116].

As mentioned earlier, there is usually no formal specification of how a driver
should behave. And also in this case, the original driver does not reference any
specification. So both a functional model and its formal properties have to be
derived from the original source code. This was done in the course of the PhD
project formalisation [127], and the following description briefly discusses its key
points. The approach was to first manually derive a functional model and then
state the logical properties and prove that the functional model actually satisfies
them.

In the following, references to lines always refer to the original C code. Apart
from the fact that the device pointer is unused in this case, the type can be used to
determine whether the driver should react to the event. The code then identifies
the driver mode, while the value represents the frequency value.

1 static int pcspkr_event(struct input_dev *dev, unsigned int type,
2 unsigned int code, int value)
3 {
4 unsigned int count = 0;
5 unsigned long flags;
6
7 if (type != EV_SND) return -EINVAL;
8
9 switch (code) {

1With slight modifications to the layout.
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10 case SND_BELL: if (value) value = 1000; break;
11 case SND_TONE: break;
12 default: return -EINVAL;
13 }
14
15 if (value > 20 && value < 32767)
16 count = PIT_TICK_RATE / value;
17
18 raw_spin_lock_irqsave(&i8253_lock, flags);
19
20 if (count) {
21 /* set command for counter 2, 2 byte write */
22 outb_p(0xB6, 0x43);
23 /* select desired HZ */
24 outb_p(count & 0xff, 0x42);
25 outb((count >> 8) & 0xff, 0x42);
26 /* enable counter 2 */
27 outb_p(inb_p(0x61) | 3, 0x61);
28 } else {
29 /* disable counter 2 */
30 outb(inb_p(0x61) & 0xFC, 0x61);
31 }
32
33 raw_spin_unlock_irqrestore(&i8253_lock, flags);
34
35 return 0;
36 }

Listing 8.1: The original code of the PC Speaker event handler.

Since type and code are unsigned integers, and thus can be formalised as values
of the Coq type nat, the frequency value is signed and can be represented in the
Coq type Z. However, for performance reasons, unsigned integers should rather be
represented by the Coq type N. Also, the function shall return a signed integer,
which is also represented as type Z.

The first property that can be derived is that the event handler shall re-
turn the value -EINVAL (i.e. −22 [109]) if and only if the type is not EV_SND
(i.e. 0x12/18 [112]) or if the code is neither SND_BELL (i.e. 0x01/1) nor SND_TONE
(i.e. 0x02/2). Otherwise the handler shall return 0.

And indeed, the event handler first checks whether the event type is the ex-
pected one, i.e. EV_SND, and returns -EINVAL if it is not. This can be easily
modelled in Coq, as shown in Listing 8.2.
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1 Definition pcspkr_evt (type code : nat) (value : Z) : Z :=
2 if (type =? 0x12)
3 then go_on code value
4 else −22.

Listing 8.2: Partial formalisation of pcspkr_event.

Here the function go_on is a dummy function that will be refined later, and the
value EV_SND is unfolded according to its definition. It then checks whether code
is one of the two supported values and returns -EINVAL if it is not. In lines 10 and
20 it is checked whether some integer values, here value and count, evaluate to
the boolean value true. According to the ISO/IEC specification, an integral value
is evaluated as true in C if and only if it is non-null [93, §6.8.4.1, Sentence 2] in
an if statement. However, since value and count have different types, i.e. signed
(Z) and unsigned (nat), two definitions are needed to model this, as shown in
Listing 8.3. In both cases, the function evaluates to true if and only if the given
value does not match with O or Z0. The specification for z_true_in_c to be proved
is also given in the listing.

1 Definition nat_true_in_c ( a : nat ) : bool :=
2 match a with
3 | O ⇒ false
4 | _ ⇒ true
5 end.
6
7 Definition z_true_in_c ( a : Z ) : bool :=
8 match a with
9 | Z0 ⇒ false

10 | _ ⇒ true
11 end.
12
13 Lemma z_true_in_c_spec : ∀ ( val : Z ), val ̸= 0 ↔ z_true_in_c val = true.

Listing 8.3: Definitions of “truth” according to the ISO/IEC C specification.

The overall semantics of the switch statement (lines 9–13) is twofold: to return
an error value if necessary, and to manipulate the value input parameter if code
is SND_BELL (0x01) and value is not zero. This means that in the SND_BELL
mode value will always be either 1000 or 0. In SND_TONE (0x02) mode, value will
remain unchanged. Thus, the switch statement can be modelled by the function it
computes, which is computing the value from the code, as shown in Listing 8.4.
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1 Definition filter_val (val : Z) : Z :=
2 if (z_true_in_c val) then 1000%Z else val.
3
4 Definition snd_of_nat (code : nat) : option snd :=
5 if (code =? 0x01) then Some Bell else
6 if (code =? 0x02) then Some Tone
7 else None.
8
9 Definition val_of_code (code : nat) (val : Z) : option Z :=

10 match (snd_of_nat code) with
11 | Some Bell ⇒ Some (filter_val val) (*Line 10*)
12 | Some Tone ⇒ Some (val) (*Line 11*)
13 | None ⇒ None (*Line 12*)
14 end.

Listing 8.4: Computing the value from the code.
The snd_of_nat function maps a natural number to an option type, where the

result is Some a if code is valid and None otherwise. The function val_of_code
then propagates None for an undefined code and returns the value wrapped in
Some in the other cases. While in the Tone case it returns the original value, in
the Bell case it returns 1000 if and only if the value was not zero. Now pcspkr_evt
can be refined by replacing go_on as shown in Listing 8.5.

1 Definition pcspkr_evt (type code: nat) (val : Z) : Z :=
2 if (type =? 0x12) then
3 match (val_of_code code val) with
4 | Some a ⇒ go_on2 a
5 | None ⇒ −22
6 end
7 else −22.

Listing 8.5: First refinement of pcspkr_evt.
This refinement uses pattern matching on the result of val_of_code and re-

turns -EINVAL if the code was invalid and compute the count (line 16) otherwise.
On this basis, the specification of when the functional model will return -EINVAL
can be given as shown in Listing 8.6.

1 Lemma pcspkr_evt_einval_spec : ∀ (type code : nat) (val : Z ),
2 is_ev_snd type = false ∨ val_of_code code val = None
3 ↔ pcspkr_evt type code val = einval.

Listing 8.6: First property of the first refinement of pcspkr_evt.
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The behaviour after the switch statement can now be formalised. Initially, the
variable count is set to 0 (in line 4) and the variable is only changed if value
is in the interval [21, 32766] by computing PIT_TICK_RATE/value (line 16).
Setting the count can be modelled as shown in Listing 8.7.

1 Definition is_valid_value (val : Z) : bool :=
2 (20 <? val) && (val <? 32767).
3
4 Definition set_count (val : Z) (count : nat) : nat :=
5 if (is_valid_value val) then PIT_TICK_RATE / (Z.to_nat val)
6 else count.

Listing 8.7: Computing the count from the value.

The test of whether value is in the interval is modelled by a less relation, and
the count is computed in the same way as in the original code. The transforma-
tion of value to nat is indeed safe here, since the division is only computed if
and only if value is in the frequency interval, which includes being non-negative.
However, set_count must take 0 as count parameter, as in the second refinement
of pcspkr_evt shown in Listing 8.8.

Here, set_count is computed and passed to the sound_switch function, which
is a dummy that will be refined in the following. This function represents the
conditional in line 20 of the original code and then either activates (lines 21–27)
or deactivates (lines 29–30) the PC Speaker.

1 Definition pcspkr_evt (type code: nat) (val : Z) : Z :=
2 if (type =? 0x12) then
3 match (val_of_code code val) with
4 | Some a ⇒ sound_switch (set_count a 0)
5 | None ⇒ −22
6 end
7 else −22.

Listing 8.8: Second refinement of pcspkr_evt.

It is important to note that the conditional on count is wrapped in a lock guard,
i.e. a lock is acquired before entering the conditional and released after leaving it.
However, as the locking is rather a side effect (the calls to raw_spin_lock_irqsave
and raw_spin_unlock_irqrestore are actually macros that return nothing [117,
lines 241ff and 279ff]), it is not possible to formalise them purely functionally.

For formalisation, locking and unlocking has been defined as an axiomatic func-
tion Axiom linux_lock : Z → Z. This function takes an input specifying whether a
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lock is to be acquired (value 1) or released (value 0). The C-side implementation
of the function will acquire or release the lock accordingly, always returning the
value 0. While this is not an optimal solution, it was the simplest for preliminary
testing. A better solution would be to use, for example, the IO monads from
coq-simple-io [107]. But this was beyond the scope of this thesis. Also, the
functions outb and outb_p, which write an 8-bit word into a given register, do not
return anything [115, lines 581, 624 and 661]. The functions outb, outb_p, inb,
inb_p and also the locking are therefore considered as primitive functions for the
purpose of this document and can be defined as axioms. And it is important to
note that the functions must be executed in this order. However, it is possible to
prove that the functions outb and outb_p are correctly used in the original code
by looking again at the sound switching conditional in Listing 8.9.

1 if (count) {
2 /* set command for counter 2, 2 byte write */
3 outb_p(0xB6, 0x43); // 182
4 /* select desired HZ */
5 outb_p(count & 0xff, 0x42);
6 outb((count >> 8) & 0xff, 0x42);
7 /* enable counter 2 */
8 outb_p(inb_p(0x61) | 3, 0x61);
9 } else {

10 /* disable counter 2 */
11 outb(inb_p(0x61) & 0xFC, 0x61);
12 }

Listing 8.9: The sound switch conditional.

As already noted, the outb functions expect 8-bit unsigned integers, but the
count is an unsigned integer and therefore 64 bits wide on an x86_64 architecture.
And for unsigned 8-bit integers, the maximum value is 255.

The first call to outb_p writes the value 0xB6, which is 182 in decimal notation
and therefore in range. In lines 5 and 6, a bitwise and with 0xff (255) is applied
to count and count >> 8, which sets all but the last 8 bits to 0. Obviously,
the semantics of these lines is to write the last byte first and then the previous
byte into register 0x42, as shifting by 8 removes the last byte. In line 8, the PC
Speaker register (0x61) is read (which yields an unsigned 8-bit value) and this
value is written back after applying a bitwise or with 3 (binary 11). This sets the
last 2 of the 8 bits and the value written has an 8-bit word size. For disabling
the sound, the PC Speaker register is read and a bitwise and with 0xFC, which
is binary 11111100, is written back, i.e. the last two bits are unset. All these
properties were proven during the PhD project.
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The behaviour of the sound switch can then be formalised in Coq, as shown in
Listing 8.10.

1 Definition sound_switch (count : nat) :=
2 if nat_true_in_c count
3 then enable_sound (last_byte count) (prev_byte count)
4 else disable_sound 0x61
5
6 Definition pcspkr_evt (type code: nat) (val : Z) : Z :=
7 if (type =? 0x12) then
8 match (val_of_code code val) with
9 | Some a ⇒ sound_switch (set_count a 0)

10 | None ⇒ invalid_val
11 end
12 else invalid_val.

Listing 8.10: Computing the value from the code.

The function sound_switch calls enable_sound and disable_sound according
to the original definition in the C code. But here enable_sound can take the last
and the previous byte of the count as parameters, while disable_sound takes
the PC Speaker register as input. Both last_byte and prev_byte can be easily
formalised in Coq. The former is in fact nothing more than Nat.shiftr code 8,
while the latter is last_byte (Nat.land 0xff count). However, enable_sound
and disable_sound can be defined as axiomatic functions that return a fixed value
of 0. Returning a fixed value is safe here, since the calls to outb and outb_p and
the locking do not return anything. Additionally, the C implementations used as
primitives have to do the locking. This way, pcspkr_evt will return −22 if and
only if either type or code are invalid, and 0 otherwise.

Alternatively, and as done in the PhD project, enable_sound can be formalised
as shown in Listing 8.11.

1 Definition enable_sound (last_byte prev_byte : nat) : Z :=
2 if ((out8_p snd_command Cmd) =? 0) then
3 if ((out8_p last_byte Data2) =? 0) then
4 if ((out8 prev_byte Data2) =? 0) then
5 (out8_p (set_last_2_bits (in8_p Pc_spk)) Pc_spk)
6 else 1
7 else 1
8 else 1.

Listing 8.11: Conditional based formalisation of enable_sound.
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Here the commands are executed in a cascade of conditionals, always expecting
to have a return value of 0 on successful execution of the primitives and 1 on error.
Since Coq itself is not aware of the fact that the primitives always return 0, this
formalisation enforces sequential execution (even when extracting to OCaml).

To ensure that a lock is acquired before writing to registers and released
afterwards, a wrapper function can be defined to do the locking and execute
enable_sound, as shown in Listing 8.12.

1 Definition enable_sound_locking (lb pb : nat) : Z :=
2 if linux_lock 1 =? 0 (* Acquire Lock*)
3 then
4 let result := enable_sound lb pb in
5 if (result =? 0) (* enable_sound success, return unlock result *)
6 then linux_lock 0
7 else (* enable_sound failed with 1, try unlock*)
8 if linux_lock 0 =? 0
9 then result

10 else 1 (* Unlocking failed *)
11 else 1. (* Locking failed*)

Listing 8.12: Conditional based formalisation of locking enable_sound.

Again, the locking, execution of enable_sound and unlocking is done in a cas-
cade of conditionals, enforcing sequential execution. It is possible to prove that
the enable_sound_locking function always returns 0. But this requires two as-
sumptions: That linux_lock always returns 0, and that outb and outb_p always
return either 0 or 1. Both assumptions are valid, since according to the Linux ker-
nel documentation, the locking always succeeds and the register write operations
return nothing. And in both cases, the calls to the concrete Linux implementa-
tions can be wrapped in a primitive that always returns 0. Nevertheless, a goal
of future work is to formalise the sound switch without these assumptions, e.g. by
using IO monads.

On this basis, the following chapter shows how to construct a working Linux
kernel space device driver.
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Constructing a Linux Device
Driver

Given the formalisation, CertiCoq can be used to synthesise the Clight code and
the necessary glue code. However, more is required to construct a Linux device
driver. The description here briefly follows the author’s prototypical implemen-
tation [131], which has been successfully tested both in an emulated environment
and on native hardware. For instance, parts of the original implementation [116]
are needed. Apart from the pcspkr_event function formalised in the last chapter,
the implementation contains necessary includes of Linux kernel headers that can
be reused without modification. Additionally, the implementation contains static
functions that define the callbacks (probe, remove, suspend, shutdown) and static
structures that define the power management options (pcspkr_pm_ops) and the
platform driver (pcspkr_platform_driver). While these functions and structures
can remain unchanged, the pcspkr_event function can be eroded, i.e. redefined
to merely call an external function (e.g. defined in clight_iface.c) that calls
the Clight code. A restructured snippet of this function is shown in Listing 9.1.
The code first initialises the thread_info using the make_tinfo function from the
CertiCoq garbage collection adapted in Chapter 6.1 and returns -EINVAL if the
thread_info could not be created. It then uses the VeriFFI type transformations
adapted in Subsection 6.2.3 to transform the parameters to nat and Z respectively.

1 struct thread_info *ti = make_tinfo();
2 if (ti == 0) return -22;
3
4 value type_coq = int64_to_nat(ti, type);
5 value code_coq = int64_to_nat(ti, code);
6 value val_coq = int64_to_Z(ti, val);
7
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8 value tmp = body(ti);
9 tmp = call(ti, tmp, type_coq);

10 tmp = call(ti, tmp, code_coq);
11 tmp = call(ti, tmp, val_coq);
12
13 int result = int64_from_Z(tmp);
14 free_tinfo(ti);
15 return result;

Listing 9.1: The code initialising and calling the synthesised code.

The thread_info is then used to instantiate the functionality of the synthe-
sised function using the function body from the synthesised Clight file. To start
the synthesised function, it is applied to the Coq type representations using the
function call from the synthesised glue code. When the last value, i.e. val_coq, is
applied, the synthesised function is automatically evaluated. Finally, the result of
the function, which must be either 0 or −22 according to the formalisation, is trans-
formed into a signed integer and returned after freeing the heap and thread_info
using the function introduced in 6.1.5.

Thus, the driver needs at least the eroded original C file, the Clight interface file
and the garbage collection and runtime from CertiCoq. Additionally, all primitive
functions have to be defined in C (either plain or synthesised), including register
I/O functions, locking and type transformations. The latter can be done by reusing
functionality from VeriFFI.

Given that the main file, i.e. the eroded original implementation, has been
renamed to certpcspkr_mod.c, a Makefile must be created for this module ac-
cording to the descriptions in Section 2.2. As described, the Makefile must contain
at least the definition of obj-m, i.e. the name of the output object that will form
the kernel object. However, in this use case, some additional definitions need to be
provided, as shown in Listing 9.2. That is, all the necessary object files are added
sequentially to an ADD_OBJS list (lines 3–8). These are the objects from the syn-
thesised code, the CertiCoq and VeriFFI files, the code called by the synthesised
code (line 6), the implemented low-level functionality and the interface between
the module and the synthesised code. Then certpcspkr-objs is defined and the
prefix certpcspkr tells the compilation toolchain that the named objects together
form the certpcspkr.o object.

Also, additional compiler flags are required. Noteworthy are the definitions
CLIGHT_KERNEL_CODE=1 and CERTICOQ_TRACE=1. While the former ensures that
the printtree function of the garbage collection is excluded, the latter is used
to enable tracing in the CertiCoq primitives file as described in Subsections 6.1.5
and 6.2.1. Although the synthesised code can be expected to be correct, it contains
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switch statements that are in fact empty1. And while all synthesised functions
are supposed to return a value type result, these expressions return nothing.
The GCC, for example, detects this. While this is normally only signalled by
a warning, Linux kernel modules are compiled by default to treat this warning
as an error. And since this missing return statement can be considered irrele-
vant, as the code synthesised by CertiCoq can be expected to be correct, the flag
-Wno-error=return-type has to be set to allow successful compilation.

1 obj-m += certpcspkr.o
2
3 ADD_OBJS = pcspkr_evt_linux.o glue.o
4 ADD_OBJS += gc_stack.o kmod_alloc.o prim_int63.o
5 ADD_OBJS += int6x_nat.o int6x_z.o int64.o
6 ADD_OBJS += nat_ffi.o regio_ffi.o locking_ffi.o z_ffi.o
7 ADD_OBJS += regio.o locking.o pit.o
8 ADD_OBJS += clight_iface.o
9

10 certpcspkr-objs := certpcspkr_mod.o $(ADD_OBJS)
11
12 EXTRA_CFLAGS = -O2 -Wno-error=return-type -I$(PWD)
13 EXTRA_CFLAGS += -D CLIGHT_KERNEL_CODE=1 -D CERTICOQ_TRACE=1
14
15 all:
16 make -C /lib/modules/$(shell uname -r)/build M="$(PWD)"\
17 CONFIG_FUNCTION_TRACER= modules

Listing 9.2: Relevant Makefile contents for GCC compilation.

With the described definitions in the Makefile, it is possible to compile the
synthesised code into a working Linux kernel module. Moreover, the synthesised
part can be expected to be correct up to source level, which is definitely an im-
provement. Thus, the research question of whether it is possible to construct at
least partially certified Linux kernel modules using CertiCoq is answered in the
affirmative.

However, this result is rather limited, since much more is possible for user
space code, as described in Subsection 3.2.2. That is, if CompCert is used to
compile the synthesised Clight code, the correctness of the generated assembly
code can be expected. Thus, an obvious question is whether it would be possible to
compile Linux kernel modules at least partially using CompCert, i.e. at least for the
synthesised Clight code. As discussed in Subsection 6.2.3, the -funsigned-char
and -fsanitize=shift options are used by default by the Linux Kernel module

1Examples can be easily found in the file synthesised/pcspkr_evt_linux.c [131].
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compilation toolchain. However, according to the CompCert manual [96], these
options are not supported. There are also other options used by the toolchain,
such as -MMD and -fno-PIE, which appear to be unsupported by CompCert. So
it will not be possible to use CompCert to compile the whole module. But this is
where the functionality to provide shipped objects described in Section 2.2 comes
into play. If it were possible to compile the synthesised code and the glue code with
CompCert, and give the resulting object files the o_shipped extension, it could
be possible to link those files to the module. But as pointed out, a .cmd file must
accompany all object files after compilation, and must be created separately for
shipped objects. Thus, the Makefile needs to be extended as shown in Listing 9.3.

1 %.o_shipped : %.c
2 ccomp -c -o $@ -D CLIGHT_KERNEL_CODE=1 -D CERTICOQ_TRACE=1\
3 -I$(PWD) $<
4
5 %.o_shipped.cmd : %.o_shipped
6 touch .$(basename $^).o.cmd
7 touch $@
8
9 CCOMP_OBJS := pcspkr_evt_linux.o_shipped glue.o_shipped

10 CCOMP_OBJS_CMD := pcspkr_evt_linux.o_shipped.cmd glue.o_shipped.cmd
11
12 with_compcert : $(CCOMP_OBJS) $(CCOMP_OBJS_CMD)
13 make -C /lib/modules/$(shell uname -r)/build M="$(PWD)"\
14 CONFIG_FUNCTION_TRACER= modules

Listing 9.3: Relevant Makefile contents for CompCert compilation.

Here, the with_compcert target expects the existence of the shipped objects
and the accompanying cmd files. The make system finds a rule for creating shipped
object files from C files, which invokes CompCert to produce exactly those files.
The make system also finds a rule that creates a cmd file for each shipped object by
touching2 the .f.o.cmd file. The rule also touches f.o_shipped.cmd to indicate
that the cmd file has already been created. And indeed, with these modifications,
the toolchain can use CompCert to compile the synthesised and glue code, while
the rest is compiled with GCC. The result is a fully functional Linux Kernel mod-
ule - with the advantage that the assembly code generated by CompCert can be
expected to be correct.

While it is now evident that synthesised and glue code can be compiled with
CompCert for kernel space, it has not yet been discussed whether this also holds
for the primitives reused from CertiCoq or VeriFFI. But this can be answered

2The tool touch creates a file, if it does not exist and updates the last access time otherwise.
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quite easily. As CompCert is a certified compiler for C (and Clight) code, the
compilation of primitives will be possible if they are implemented in this fragment
of C and do not use unsupported preprocessor functionality. Indeed, compilation
of the file c/int6x_z.c from the VeriFFI fork [129] presented in Subsection 6.2.3
is possible without any problems. However, the attempt of compiling the main
C file, i.e. certpcspkr_mod.c with CompCert was not successful and failed with
multiple preprocessor errors.

Another important aspect when using synthesised components in kernel space
is the limited stack size, as described in Section 2.1. Synthesising non-tail recursive
functions can easily exceed the stack size and freeze the whole system. An example
of such a function is the transformation of values of type Z to nat, which can be
achieved with the function Z.to_nat3. This function expands to Pos.to_nat p in
the positive case, which in turn expands to Pos.iter_op Nat.add x 1. And this
is where deep recursion is used, i.e. iter_op is defined by a recursive function iter,
which uses Nat.add. And Nat.add itself is also defined recursively. Concluding,
synthesising such functions should be avoided, e.g. by using primitive functions
instead. In the following, some considerations about performance are given.

3From the module Coq.ZArith.BinInt
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Performance Evaluation

As mentioned in Subsection 3.2.2, the runtime performance of code synthesised
by CertiCoq is not as good as natively compiled and synthesised OCaml code.
In fact, the performance of a synthesised driver depends on two aspects: The
formalisation and the optimisations performed by CertiCoq. So it is quite obvious
that the partially synthesised PC Speaker driver [131] will not be as performant
as the original one. Nevertheless, some preliminary performance evaluations have
been made. Here, it is important to note that the synthesised driver has to use
a primitive operation to compute PIT_TICK_RATE / value in order not to
provoke a stack overflow. This makes the results better than they would be if the
computation was done in synthesised code.

The benchmarks were run in a virtual machine in QEMU with Ubuntu 22.04
operating system and the Linux Kernel 6.5.0-35-generic. Both the original and
the synthesised drivers were compiled with optimisation level 2 (-O2) and GCC
12.3.0. To measure the runtimes, the source code was extended with measurement
functionality using ktime [68]. Specifically, the duration for enabling the sound
was measured in nanoseconds for both the Bell (SND_BELL) and Tone (SND_TONE)
cases using the beep1 [136] tool. For both modes, 1000 executions were measured
and the runtimes were stored in an array at runtime, as writing to files in kernel
space is discouraged, as mentioned. After 1000 executions for each mode, the
minimum, maximum and median runtimes were printed to the Kernel log, along
with the sum of all runtimes. The sum was used because floating-point operations
are discouraged in kernel space, and computing the average of all executions would
mean truncating the result to an integer, which significantly reduces precision.
After each execution, a delay of 100 milliseconds was introduced.

The following Table 10.1 shows the minimum, average, median and maximum
1For testing the Bell case, a patched version of the tool was used that emits SND_BELL instead

of SND_TONE.
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runtimes for enabling the sound for the Bell and Tone modes of both the original
and the synthesised PC Speaker driver and, all times given in microseconds.

Driver Mode min (µs) avg (µs) med (µs) max (µs)
C Bell 30.79 307.39 72.82 28829.74
Synth Bell 74.99 197.60 182.81 13073.84
C Tone 30.18 100.81 75.13 16578.81
Synth Tone 87.54 224.25 225.09 1322.05

Table 10.1: Benchmark results for the original and synthesised driver.

As expected, the synthesised driver does not compete well with the original.
The table shows that the synthesised driver has a 144 to 150 % higher best and
median runtimes in the Bell mode. In the Tone mode, both the best and median
runtimes are about 190 % higher than those of the original driver. There is also a
fairly large difference between the average and median runtimes and between the
best and worst case runtimes, and there are several reasons for this. One reason
is the locking: While the Linux kernel guarantees that the lock will be acquired,
there is no guarantee when the lock will be acquired, i.e. acquiring a lock can take
some time. Also, in some cases the scheduler may stop the driver or reassign it
to another CPU, causing latency. And finally, the garbage collection probably has
some impact on runtime performance. All these effects are not easy to filter out
when using ktime. This would require detailed benchmarks using ftrace [64].
However, they would not provide much more insight than what is discussed below.

These results already show some aspects that can and must be improved. For
instance, the use of the Coq nat datatype is obviously inappropriate and Coq
has a much more efficient datatype for unsigned values, which is N. Also, it was
pointed out in Chapter 8 that in the Bell mode the value is always set to either
1000 or 0. And if the value is 1000, the sound is enabled, whereas if the value is
0, the sound is disabled. This means that there is no need to check whether the
value is in a valid frequency interval. And this also means that the computation
count = PIT_TICK_RATE / value is actually a division of constants in the
Bell mode. From this, it follows that getting the last and the previous byte of the
count is an operation on constants. Concluding, at least for the Bell case, the
functional model can be significantly optimised. Apart from that, the performance
can be improved by improving the code generation of CertiCoq. In the following,
the results of this thesis are discussed.
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Conclusion

In Subsection 3.2.1, it was shown that it is not possible to use OCaml code synthe-
sised by the Coq extraction plugin to produce working Linux kernel space drivers,
while it is obviously possible to produce working user space drivers as long as a libc
can be used. It was discussed that this limitation also applies to other languages
supported by the Coq extraction plugin.

It was also shown that for the user space approach, type-safety can be improved
by synthesising foreign function definitions from Coq formalisations. However,
since the Coq extraction plugin is not verified, the gain would be rather limited.
Here, the verified OCaml synthesis would be a more appropriate pipeline, and the
changes made to the Coq extraction plugin could be applied to this pipeline in the
future.

The modifications to the CertiCoq runtime and garbage collection presented in
Chapter 6 were introduced to create a kernel space compatible runtime by applying
program transformation to the garbage collection. Necessary modifications to
the glue code, synthesised code and primitives provided by VeriFFI were also
presented.

On this basis, a proof of concept for the construction of Linux kernel space
device drivers using code synthesised by CertiCoq was given in this part. First, the
original event handling functionality of the Linux PC Speaker driver was gradually
formalised. Then it was shown how to combine the synthesised code and the glue
code with plain C functionality and compile both with GCC into a kernel object
using GCC. This showed that it is indeed possible to construct at least partially
certified Linux kernel space device drivers from Coq formalisations.

It was then shown that it is also possible, in principle, to extend the partial cer-
tification to the assembly code being produced by using shipped objects compiled
by CompCert from the synthesised and the glue code. The implication is that
the correctness guarantee which holds for user space software can also be applied
to kernel space software. However, it was also shown that there are limitations,
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i.e. the stack size in kernel space and floating-point operations.
This proof of concept is clearly a starting point for future work. For example,

as many primitives as possible should be made kernel space compatible, and some
functionality has already been ported [128]. This would increase the ratio of code
that can be compiled using CompCert. Moreover, it should be possible to adapt
the changes on the runtime and garbage collection presented in Chapter 6 to
other operating systems like NetBSD1 or FreeBSD2, with limited effort. And
most importantly, the changes to CertiCoq’s garbage collection have opened a
weak point as the result of the garbage collection call is not evaluated by the
synthesised code. While it has been shown to be necessary to use a lazily failing
garbage collection in kernel space, this weak point has yet to be addressed, and a
possible solution was given in Chapter 7.

Also, as pointed out in Subsection 3.2.2, the runtime performance of code
synthesised by CertiCoq is not as good as that of natively compiled and synthesised
OCaml code. But especially for kernel space software, performance is important.
And it was discussed in Chapter 10 that the initial proof of concept has a weak
performance and that both improvements in the functional model and in the code
generation of CertiCoq will have an effect on the performance. Regarding code
generation, it is already possible to exclude the garbage collection for functions
that do not allocate by omitting with tinfo in the CertiCoq Register [99]. This
is similar to the @@noalloc annotation in OCaml discussed in Section 5.3. But all
values of type Z or nat, for example, are provided as boxed values when primitive
functions are called. That is, a value of type nat is represented by a pointer to the
heap memory, which contains a recursive data structure representing the value.
But transforming this value into uint63 has linear time complexity. So it is an
open question whether this overhead can be reduced.

1https://www.netbsd.org
2https://www.freebsd.org
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Introduction

This part contains a description of the used sources, i.e. literature and artifacts.
To make the used sources more strictly separated, the usual bibliography is divided
into three chapters. Chapter 12 lists the scientific literature, i.e. books, articles,
proceeding contributions, theses and comparable sources. In Chapter 13, reference
manuals, documentations and comparable entries are listed which also includes
email communication (e.g. relevant emails by Linus Torvalds) and repository issues.
Finally, Chapter 14 lists software artifacts which may have a DOI, if they are
available via services as Zenodo1. This appendix also includes direct URLs to
repositories on GitHub, for example. All entries in Chapter 13 and 14 have a last
access timestamp, if no DOI exists. For documentations for some specific software
versions, the version release date is used as publication date, if the respective
website does not specify a copyright date explicitly. For repositories, it is defined
by the last change made on that specific entry. Thus, although the Linux Kernel
v6.7 was published in 2024, a source that belongs to this version may have an
earlier publication date, if the change was prior to the publication of the Linux
Kernel itself. The LATEX template used for writing this thesis was provided by Dr.
Sebastian Böhne. The Coq listings were typeset using the Coq listings definitions
of Assia Mahboubi2. This definition was extended to support new commands
introduced in this thesis and CertiCoq specific commands.

1https://zenodo.org/
2http://people.rennes.inria.fr/Assia.Mahboubi/
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